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With the discovery of the magnetocaloric effect, utilizing magnetocaloric materials in cycles to generate cooling power began. The magnetocaloric effect is a physical phenomenon observed in some magnetic materials where the temperature of the material increases and decreases with application and removal of magnetic field. Usually the adiabatic temperature change observed in magnetocaloric materials is too small for room temperature refrigeration. A solution to this problem is to use magnetocaloric materials in an active magnetic regenerator (AMR) cycle.

In this study a detailed numerical model is developed, validated, and used to improve our understanding of AMR systems. A one dimensional, time dependent model is used to study the performance of an active magnetic regenerator. Parameters related to device configuration such as external heat leaks and demagnetization effects are included. Performance is quantified in terms of cooling power and second law efficiency for a range of displaced fluid volumes and operating frequencies. Simulation results show that a step change model for applied field can be effectively used instead of full field wave
form if the flow weighted average low and high field values are used. This is an important finding as it can greatly reduce the time required to solve the numerical problem. In addition, the effects of external losses on measured AMR performance are quantified.

The performance of eight cases of known magnetocaloric material (including first order MnFeP$_{1-x}$As$_x$ and second order materials Gd, GdDy, Tb) and 15 cases of hypothetical materials are considered. Using a fixed regenerator matrix geometry, magnetic field, and flow waveforms, the maximum exergetic cooling power of each material is identified. Several material screening metrics such as $RCP$ and $RC$ are tested and a linear correlation is found between $RCP_{Max}$ and the maximum exergetic cooling power. The sensitivity of performance to variations in the hot side and cold side temperatures from the conditions giving maximum exergetic power are determined. The impact of 2 K variation in operating temperature is found to reduce cooling power up to 20% for a second order material, but can reduce cooling power up to 70% with a first order material.

A detailed numerical analysis along with experimental measurements are used to study the behavior of typical first order material (MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ samples) in an AMR. For certain operating conditions, it is observed that multiple points of equilibrium (PE) exist for a fixed heat rejection temperature. Stable and unstable PEs are identified and behavior of these points are analysed. The impacts of heat loads, operating conditions and configuration losses on the number of PEs are discussed and it is shown that the existence of multiple PEs can affect the performance of an AMR significantly. Thermal hysteresis
along with multiple PEs are considered as the main factors that contribute to the temperature history dependent performance behavior of FOMs when used in an AMR.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Approximately 40% of the world energy is consumed in residential and commercial buildings and more than 35% of the total energy consumption in buildings is for heating, ventilation and air-conditioning systems (HVAC), and refrigeration [1]. These large numbers indicate the importance of research to improve efficiency as small improvements can lead to a significant reduction in energy demand on a larger scale. A technology which can be considered an alternative to conventional devices is a magnetic heat pump.

In this section, a brief introduction to a magnetic heat pump is provided. Heat pump is a generic term for a device which converts work to heat transfer between cold and warm temperature reservoirs. The desired outcome may be to provide heat or refrigeration. The analogies and differences between compressor-based refrigeration and magnetic refrigeration are discussed. Different categories of magnetocaloric materials are introduced and their characteristics are described. The concept of active regeneration is introduced. Some of the challenges of modeling magnetic refrigeration systems are discussed and finally, the concept of layering a regenerator is briefly described.

1.1 Magnetic Refrigeration

Magnetic refrigeration (MR) is a cooling technology which has the potential to increase efficiency over current compressor based devices [2]. MR is based on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) – a reversible phenomenon observed in some materials,
where the temperature of the material increases when an adiabatic material is exposed to a magnetic field and its temperature drops as the external field is removed. Gas refrigeration cycles usually consist of four stages (Fig. 1): compression, heat transfer, expansion, and a second heat transfer stage. In a magnetic refrigeration cycle, the compression and expansion stages are replaced by magnetizing and demagnetizing stages (Fig. 2). Compared to conventional vapor compression systems, MR has little to no environmental impacts because the refrigerant is solid with no ozone depleting effects or global warming potentials [3]. Preliminary studies have shown that MRs can have high intrinsic efficiency. It was experimentally shown that a COP of 15 can be obtained for a cooling power of 600W and an applied magnetic field of 5 T [4,5].
Fig. 1 Gas compression refrigeration cycle (on the left) and magnetic refrigeration cycle (on the right). $Q_c$ represents the energy absorbed from the cold reservoir and $Q_h$ represents the energy rejected at the hot reservoir. In a magnetic refrigeration cycle, the compression and expansion stages of a conventional compressor based refrigerator are replaced by magnetizing and demagnetizing stages.
The MCE observed in most materials is usually not sufficiently large to be directly used in a refrigeration cycle. As a result, thermal regeneration is used to increase the temperature spans that can be achieved. A regenerator is created by using a porous solid matrix to periodically exchange heat with a fluid flowing through the void space. In an AMR cycle, the magnetocaloric material (MCM) acts both as the refrigerant and the heat regenerator. Heat transfer fluid is displaced through the porous structure formed by the MCM while the applied magnetic field is varied from low intensity to high (analogues to compression and expansion in conventional refrigerators). Repeated cycling converts magnetic work to heat transfer and results in a temperature span along the length of the regenerator.

In recent years, research has focused on the design and construction of prototypes that use magnetocaloric materials in active magnetic regenerator (AMR) cycles [6]. Yu et al. in a review paper, provided a list and description of magnetic heating and cooling
prototype designs up to the year 2010 [6]. The efficiency of an active magnetic regenerative refrigerator (AMRR) strongly depends on the magnitude of the applied field, the thermodynamic design of the cycle and the intrinsic properties of the material. Hence; selecting proper material to use in an effective AMR cycle is a crucial step in developing efficient systems.

1.2 Magnetocaloric Materials

The magnetocaloric effect is most pronounced in materials that undergo a transformation from a disordered magnetic state to an ordered state due to changes in temperature or applied magnetic field. There are a number of different ways magnetic materials can order – ferromagnetic, paramagnetic, etc. Here, the term ferromagnetism will be used to indicate the magnetically ordered state. Magnetocaloric materials can be classified into two types based on the transition behavior from ferromagnetic (ordered) to paramagnetic (disordered) phase: second order materials (SOM) and first order materials (FOM). SOMs exhibit ferromagnetic to paramagnetic phase transition at a transition temperature usually referred to as Curie temperature (i.e. when temperature approaches transition temperature, magnetization decreases continuously). SOMs tend to order gradually over a wider temperature range, and, as a result, the useful MCE effect is available over a wider temperature range. However, conventional SOMs can be expensive and not always suitable for room temperature applications. Among SOMs, gadolinium (Gd) exhibits high MCE (~3 K/T) with a Curie temperature close to room temperature. These characteristics have made it a benchmark material for room
temperature AMRRs. Gd is a rare earth element and is considered to be too expensive for broad commercial use.

Typical FOMs use readily available constituent elements, are cheaper, and their Curie point is tunable. Theoretically, the ferromagnetic to paramagnetic phase transition in FOMs is discontinuous and a latent heat is associated with their ordering; their useful magnetocaloric effect is limited to a narrower temperature range (Fig. 3). In practice, in FOMs the transition is sharp, but continuous. As a result, the useful temperature range in an AMRR device is limited.

![Fig. 3 Adiabatic temperature change as a function of temperature for an FOM and SOM under applied fields of 0.35 to 1.1 T. For the SOM, Gadolinium properties are shown and for FOM, one sample of MnFeP$_{1-x}$As$_x$ material is presented. The adiabatic temperature change curve for second order materials are wider compared to the first order materials [7].](image)

### 1.3 Layering

For both FOMs and SOMs, the effective MCE decreases as the operating temperature deviates from the Curie temperature. Layering materials with different phase transition
temperatures in an active magnetic regenerator (AMR) is one way to overcome this problem and create a wider operating span. Rowe and Tura experimentally studied the performance of a three layer regenerator made out of second order material alloys [8] and showed that proper layering can lead to better performance and higher temperature spans. You et al. [9] numerically compared the performance of a layered regenerator consisting of Gd and Gd$_{0.73}$Tb$_{0.27}$ with a similar AMR of pure Gd and concluded that at a temperature span of 28 K, cooling power and COP of the multilayered AMRs exceed the one layer system by $\sim$167% and 57% respectively. Aprea et al. [10] proposed a numerical model to study the performance of layered regenerators. They studied Gd$_x$Tb$_{1-x}$ alloys as constituent materials for the regenerator over the temperature range 275–295 K, and Gd$_x$Dy$_{1-x}$ alloys in the temperature range 260–280 K. They concluded that the performance of a layered regenerator can significantly exceed the performance of a single layer regenerator. The COP was reported to increase as a function of the number of layers. Tusek et al. [11] studied the performance of layered AMR with different compositions and Curie temperatures made from LaFe$_{13-x-y}$Co$_x$Si$_y$ materials. They investigated the performances of seven, four and two layered regenerators and determined that although the performance of two-layered was significantly worse than the four-layered, the performance of seven-layered regenerator was very similar to the four-layered. In other words, increasing the number of layers did not necessarily result in increased performance. Campbell et al. [12] utilized MnFeP$_{1-x}$As$_x$ class of material in layered structure and experimentally investigated various combinations of layers with different curie temperatures (Fig. 4). The mass of material per layer was also varied. For
the eight-layer regenerator, three different cases of 5, 10 and 15 mm/layer AMR were investigated. For each case the maximum temperature span was reported as the performance metric. It was observed that the temperature span for 15 mm/layer is close to 10 mm/layer even though there is a broader temperature range where there is useful MCE in the case of the 15 mm/layer. The performance is much lower for the 5 mm/layer case. This indicates high sensitivity of AMR performance to design parameters such as mass per layer and number of materials.

Monfared et al. [13] performed a numerical study on a multilayered packed bed regenerator to optimize the performance of the system. In this regard, they used properties of gadolinium with different curie temperatures and numerically adjusted the heat capacities of the material to develop a layered regenerator bed with different properties. They argued that to get a higher temperature span, a material with the highest MCE in the working temperature range should be used in a regenerator. However, to
achieve higher Carnot efficiency, the Curie temperatures of the material should be above the average layer temperature.

Although layering seems like an effective method to improve the performance of a regenerator, care should be taken in selecting material (transition temperature, particle size and other physical properties). The development of numerical tools to study and understand the behavior of layered regenerators is needed as material preparation, device development and experimental study can be expensive and time consuming. Although SOMs usually perform better in a layered system, FOMs are attracting attention due to their availability, lower price, and tunable curie temperatures. One of the reasons that FOM layered regenerators are not investigated widely is that modeling FOM regenerators is a challenging problem due to their first order transition behavior and hysteresis. Although the behavior and influence of hysteresis is not fully understood, it has been shown that hysteresis can significantly reduce the performance of FOMs in AMR systems [14,15]. Other challenges exist with FOMs such as steep changes in material properties. Smith et al. further discuss the challenges we face when looking for high performance material to utilize in AMR systems [16].

1.4 Summary

In this chapter a brief introduction to the magnetic refrigeration was presented. Some of the main concepts such as magnetocaloric effect were introduced. Some of the challenges in developing efficient magnetocaloric heat pumps were discussed. Two classes of MCM (FOM and SOM) were introduced and some of the shortcomings of each
class of material were explained. In the following chapter, some of the key questions and challenges in developing efficient magnetocaloric heat pumps will be described and the main objectives of the current research will be presented.
Chapter 2 Motivation and Objectives

The application of the magnetocaloric effect in cryogenic cooling can be traced to the early works of Collins and Zimmerman [17] where they constructed a magnetic refrigerator which could operate at 1 to 0.73 K. However, this technology did not attract much attention for near room temperature application until Brown [18] introduced a near room temperature magnetic refrigerator which had a zero cooling power temperature span of around 47 K. Since then, room temperature magnetic refrigeration has been the subject of much research. With the discovery of first order transition material with giant magnetocaloric effect [19] the number of researchers involved in the field of room temperature magnetic cooling, increased significantly.

One of problems with using magnetocaloric material (MCM) in a cooling cycle is the distribution of MCE around the peak. It is observed that as the temperature of the MCM deviates from the transition temperature, the MCE value drops significantly from a maximum value. This problem becomes more critical with first order material where the MCE curve as a function of temperature is quite narrow and sharp, meaning that MCE is very sensitive to the operating temperature. Another problem with using first order transition material is thermal and magnetic hysteresis that these materials usually exhibit.

It is experimentally demonstrated that layering different alloys with close peak temperatures can be an efficient method in increasing the operating temperature range and cooling power of magnetic refrigeration systems [8]. However, finding the optimum configuration of layers and selection of the material for layers are problems that need
further investigations. In this regard, numerical models are a reasonable and relatively inexpensive approach to investigate an AMR system for optimizing system design, operating parameters and layering configurations.

The combined effects of non-linear material properties, varying magnetic field, time-dependent heat transfer and fluid flow make an AMR a complicated system to model. Nielsen et al. reviewed numerical models proposed for room temperature AMR systems [20]. Some of the studies in the literature, aimed to develop one-dimensional transient models without solving the fluid flow problem [21–23]. Other studies have focused on creating two-dimensional models of the regenerator [24–26]. Including more detail in a model is usually at the expense of speed of solution. One of the challenges for numerical analysts is to find a suitable balance of detail and range of physical interactions to consider [27].

Experimental studies of AMR cycles always include system effects beyond the regenerator; as a result, higher resolution regenerator models may be no better than simpler ones if these are not considered. A semi-analytical model was shown to replicate device performance over a broad range of conditions when demagnetization and device heat leaks were included [28,29]. Modeling has been widely used to investigate AMR performance, but validation of AMR models requires experimental data where system impacts are decoupled from regenerator impacts. In this regard, experimental AMR devices can be considered as imperfect instruments when measuring only the AMR performance is the goal.
2.1 Objectives and Contributions

Until recently, different research groups around the world were developing magnetic refrigerators (MR) to demonstrate the feasibility and performance of this technology in actual devices [6,30,31] with little concern about the actual cost of cooling. However, this situation is changing. As MR is being introduced as a new cooling technology with the potential to replace the compressor based systems, some of the studies are shifting toward understanding the characteristics of the prototypes [32] and the real cost of cooling [33].

To reduce the cost of cooling, the performance of an AMR refrigerator (AMRR) needs to be understood and improved. Performance of an AMRR depends on three major contributing factors:

1. Device design and configuration losses;
2. Magnetocaloric material and its characteristics; and,
3. Operating conditions.

The objective of this study is to extend our understanding of an AMRR system through numerical simulations and experimental measurements in order to improve the performance of magnetic heat pumps. This thesis addresses the factors listed above by focusing on the following questions.

- Design and configuration:
  - What are the key parameters that affect the performance of experimental devices?
What are the configuration losses and how can they impact the performance of a system?

How can one measure and include these parameters in numerical models effectively?

- Magnetocaloric material:
  - What is an effective material screening technique for selecting material for an AMR system?
  - How do the available screening techniques correlate with the performance of the material in real devices?

- Operating conditions:
  - How do operating condition impact the performance of an AMR?
  - What are the key parameters that need to be understood regarding the performance of FOMs in an AMR?
  - Why is the performance of an AMR with FOM dependent on temperature history of the regenerator?
  - How does temperature history affect stability and performance of an AMR?

The answers to these questions can improve our understanding of the coupling between experimental measurements and numerical simulations. Understanding the impacts of configuration losses and operating conditions can help with the creation of efficient numerical models which are capable of predicing the device performance with reasonable accuracy. With reliable numerical models, it is important to identify materials that actually perform well in real devices and to understand how the optimal performance of a material correlates with the properties of the material. Among the FOM class of material, there are still many questions that need to be answered before FOMs can be used to design efficient and inexpensive layered regenerators. Therefore, the last section of this research focuses on furthering our understanding of FOM material performance in
real devices. This can help us understand why performance is temperature history dependent and why increasing the number of layers in a regenerator does not necessarily result in better performance.

2.2 Methods

Both numerical simulation and experimental characterization is used to answer the questions described above. First, an experimental device is fully characterized using single material AMRs comprised of Gd. Parameters that affect the performance of the experimental device such as external loss factors are quantified. A numerical model is developed and the performance of the model is validated for the experimental apparatus. Through numerical simulations and experimental measurements, the key parameters that affect the performance of an AMR are analyzed.

Preferred metrics for selecting material for an AMR are identified from the literature. Using the validated numerical model, the performance of different materials in an AMRR is studied and the correlation between the optimum performances of a material with the screening metrics is further analyzed. From this work, the most effective screening technique for selecting material is determined and its correlation with optimum performance is studied.

The performance of sample FOM material are experimentally studied. Some of the differences between the performance of FOMs and SOMs (such as temperature path dependence of performance) is elaborated on. Finally, the numerical model is used to further investigate the performance of FOMs in an AMR.
2.3 Framework

In this section a brief overview of the thesis structure is presented.

In Chapter 3 the thermodynamics of an AMR is described. Key parameters such as adiabatic temperature change and magnetic entropy change of an MCM under applied field are further discussed and the relations between these two parameters and magnetization are studied. The concept of regeneration is presented and AMR theory is further explained. Magnetocaloric material used for experimental measurements is introduced. Gd (which is the benchmark material for AMR studies) is investigated in more detail followed by a brief introduction to Mn based alloys. The term screening metric is defined and some of the available metrics for material selection in literature are introduced. The performance metrics used in this thesis for comparison and performance analysis of an AMR are defined.

In Chapter 4, device configuration is introduced. Thermal loss mechanisms related to configuration are studied and the experimental technique used for measuring loss coefficients is discussed. The test apparatus used for measurements is presented. Finally the measurement procedure is explained.

In Chapter 5, the development of the numerical model is described. First, the theories and governing equations of the two phase system are presented. The correlations used to calculate transport properties for the solid and fluid phases are presented. The boundary conditions and the discretization technique are briefly discussed. Some characteristics of
the AMRR device such as field and flow wave forms are explained and finally the solution method and grid study are presented.

In Chapter 6, experimental measurements are used to validate the performance of the numerical model. After validating, a parametric study is performed on the impacts of different operating conditions such as heat rejection temperature, frequency and displaced volume on the performance of an AMR. The impacts of configuration losses on the cooling power and efficiency of an AMRR is further discussed.

In Chapter 7, numerical simulation are used to investigate the effectiveness of different material screening techniques in identifying material for optimum performance of an AMR. The performance of different materials in an AMR are studied and points of optimum performance are identified. The effectiveness of different screening metrics in identifying material with high potential are further explained.

In Chapter 8, performance of FOM with a narrow MCE curve (sharp curve toward transition point) is examined. Multiple points of equilibrium are identified for FOM material. Stability of points of equilibrium are further discussed and criteria for distinguishing an unstable point of equilibrium is presented. The impacts of this phenomenon on the performance of FOMs in AMRR are further examined and impacts of the operating conditions on the existence and location of a point of equilibrium is elaborated on.

In the final chapter (Conclusion) the main findings of this thesis are summarized, the results are discussed, and recommendations for future work are provided.
2.4 Summary

In this chapter the main objectives of this thesis were presented. The methods used to address the questions were introduced. In the final section, the framework of the thesis was discussed. In the next chapter, thermodynamics of an AMR will be described and some of the key parameters in AMR studies will be defined.
Chapter 3 Active Magnetic Regenerator

In this chapter, the principles of operation of an AMR are discussed. First, a brief introduction to the magnetocaloric effect is provided and the theory of an AMR is presented. Then, several materials with first order and second order phase transition are selected and their properties are briefly discussed. Select properties and metrics used to rank magnetocaloric materials are described. And finally parameters used to quantify the performance of a material in a device are introduced.

3.1 Principals of Magnetic Cooling and Heating

Magnetic heating and cooling systems are based on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) which is usually defined as the adiabatic temperature change upon applying and removing magnetic field. This phenomenon can be explained by looking more closely at the entropy change of magnetic material when exposed to change of magnetic field. Entropy of a magnetic material at a fixed temperature, pressure and field is comprised of three components of electronic $S_e$, lattice $S_l$ and magnetic $S_m$ entropies [34]. The summation of these three components gives the entropy $S$ of a material. In a general form, all the three components of entropy can be functions of temperature, pressure and magnetic field,

$$ S(T, P, H) = S_e(T, P, H) + S_l(T, P, H) + S_m(T, P, H) $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
Usually, magnetic entropy is a strong function of magnetic field; however, electronic and lattice entropy are practically independent of the magnetic field for most cases. As a result, for entropy which is a state function, the following can be deduced [35]:

\[ dS(T, P, H) = \left( \frac{\partial S}{\partial T} \right)_{P,H} dT + \left( \frac{\partial S}{\partial P} \right)_{T,H} dP + \left( \frac{\partial S}{\partial H} \right)_{T,P} dH \]  \hfill (2)

For constant temperature and pressure, considering that lattice and electronic entropy are usually independent of the magnetic field,

\[ \Delta S(T, P, H)_{T,P,H} = \Delta S_m(T, P, H)_{T,P,H} \]  \hfill (3)

Once magnetic field is applied to a magnetic material, the magnetic dipoles of the material will align with the applied field, causing a drop in the magnetic entropy of the material. If the process is done adiabatically, the total entropy of the material will remain unchanged. As a result, the lattice entropy will increase causing the temperature of the material to rise. This temperature increase measured in adiabatic magnetization and demagnetization process is called the adiabatic temperature change \( \Delta T(T, P, H)_{H} \). If this process is done at constant temperature, the change in entropy is called magnetic entropy change (Fig. 5). With the use of Maxwell equations and assuming the state of the material is a function of temperature and field only [2], adiabatic temperature change and magnetic entropy change can be correlated to magnetization as follows:

\[ \Delta T_{ad} = -\int_{0}^{H} \frac{T}{c_H} \left( \frac{\partial M}{\partial T} \right)_{H} d\mu_0 H \]  \hfill (4)

\[ \Delta S_m = \int_{0}^{H} \left( \frac{\partial M}{\partial T} \right)_{H} d\mu_0 H. \]  \hfill (5)
where magnetization and entropy change are per unit mass (corresponding to specific heat) and \( \mu_0 H \) is local field strength in Tesla. Fig. 6 shows adiabatic temperature change and magnetic entropy change for Gd when the field is changed from 0.35 to 1.1 Tesla.

Fig. 5 Adiabatic temperature change and magnetic entropy change for Gd between 0 and 2 Tesla of applied fields [36].

Fig. 6 a) adiabatic temperature change and b) magnetic entropy change for Gd between 0.35 and 1.1 Tesla of applied fields [37].
3.2 AMR Theory

Adiabatic temperature change of known materials usually does not exceed a few degrees per Tesla of field change. For example, for Gd with applied fields of 2 and 5 Tesla an MCE of 6.4 K and 11.6 K are reported [38] (In room temperature permanent magnet magnetic heat pumps, the applied field is usually less than 2 Tesla due to the cost and design complications [39]). If material with such small MCE is directly used in refrigeration cycles, the developed temperature span is usually too small for most heat pump applications. Therefore, active magnetic regenerative cycles are used to develop larger temperature spans.

In section 1.1, a general comparison between an AMR cycle and a conventional refrigeration cycle was presented. In this section, a more detailed explanation of the thermodynamic cycle inside an AMR bed is presented. Fig. 7 shows a schematic of an AMR bed where the dashed lines represent an AMR bed with length $L$. A small cross section of the bed with length $\delta x$ is selected as the control volume. The regenerator consists of two phases of fluid and solid. The fluid acts as the heat transfer agent between the refrigerant and the heat exchangers. When an AMR is operated, each section of the regenerator will go through a Brayton refrigeration cycle. Because the temperature along the regenerator is not constant and, in some cases, the local field is not the same, each section will go through its own cycle defined by the state of the material in the section.
Over a complete cycle, heat will be absorbed from the cold side and will be rejected to the hot side of the refrigerator.

![Diagram of AMR cycle](image)

**Fig. 7** A schematic representation of an AMR bed. A cross section with length of \( \delta x \) is selected and the fluxes of energy are presented for the cross section [40].

As shown in Fig. 8, each section goes through four distinct stages during an AMR cycle:

a-b) While the AMR is at low field (demagnetized) fluid is pumped from the hot side toward the cold side of the regenerator. The fluid exchanges heat with the refrigerant and as the refrigerant temperature rises, the fluid temperature will drop. The solid temperature change, \( \delta T_c \), occurs due to regeneration during the hot to cold blow period (Fig. 8).

b-c) Magnetic field is applied to the regenerator bed and the temperature of the refrigerant increases due to the MCE, \( \Delta T(T, H) \). At each location, the refrigerant temperature will rise depending on its initial temperature and the local applied field.

c-d) Heat transfer fluid is pumped through the porous medium of the regenerator from the cold side to the hot side. The fluid absorbs heat from the solid phase, cooling down the refrigerant. \( \delta T_H \) occurs due to regeneration during the cold to hot blow period.

d-a) Magnetic field is removed (isentropic process) causing the temperature of the refrigerant to decrease due to the MCE effect.
3.3 Material and Metrics

The typical cycle used in prototype devices is known as the *active magnetic regenerator* (AMR). Active regeneration was first proposed to overcome the limited entropy change found in magnetocaloric materials. The use of materials with other caloric modes in similar applications is receiving increased attention \[41\]. These materials may also be used in an active regenerator leading to a more generic description of an active *caloric* regenerator (ACR). The efficiency of an ACR depends on the intrinsic properties of the active material; hence, selecting suitable materials is a crucial step in developing efficient systems. We use the phrase *screening metrics* to describe quantities that are derived from measurements of material properties and subsequently used to rank and compare materials in terms of suitability in an ACR cycle.
The development of experimental and numerical tools to understand the behavior of single layered and multi-layered regenerators manufactured with promising MCM has been extensively discussed in the literature [20,42]. However, material preparation, experimental characterization of the MCM properties, and the development of reliable computational tools can make numerical and experimental methods expensive and time consuming. A number of metrics to identify promising materials for use in magnetic cycles have been proposed which can potentially speed up the process of designing an AMR [43]. While a metric which ranks individual materials is useful, defining criteria for use in multi-material layered regenerators is also needed. There has been little work in validating metrics and comparing their usefulness against numerical or experimental AMR studies.

In the following sub-sections, several materials with first order and second order phase transition are selected and their properties are briefly discussed. Select properties and metrics used to rank magnetocaloric materials are described. And finally parameters used to quantify the performance of a material in a device are introduced.

3.3.1 Gd and its alloys

Due to their favourable properties, rare earth metals and their alloys have been widely investigated as magnetocaloric substances [2]. The magnetic transition temperature can be varied by alloying, making these material very interesting for magnetic heat pump applications at temperatures ranging from cryogenic to near ambient.
Gadolinium (Gd) is considered as the benchmark material for room temperature magnetic refrigeration systems. MCE in Gd is widely studied and the magnetocaloric effect in new materials are often compared to the MCE of Gadolinium [2]. This material exhibits a second order transition from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic with a Currie temperature of 295 K [44]. Fig. 9 (a) [19] shows the temperature dependence of heat capacity and MCE for Gd for different magnetic fields up to 10 Tesla. The peak observed in the zero-field specific heat curve identifies the second order transition temperature from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic state. The applied magnetic field is observed to have noticeable impact on the behaviour of specific heat curve of Gd. With increasing magnetic field, the specific heat curve becomes wider and the peak location shifts to higher temperatures. Fig. 9 (b) shows the MCE of Gd for different magnetic fields. MCE shows a nearly symmetric magnetocaloric effect which has a peak near the Curie temperature. Unlike specific heat, increasing magnetic field does not shift the location of peak MCE; however, it increases the magnetocaloric effect which is a typical behaviour observed in ferromagnets. The MCE of Gd is linearly dependant on the applied field at lower temperatures away from the Curie temperature; however, the MCE becomes non-linear with field, decreases at higher applied fields, near the transition [2].
It is observed that impurities can significantly alter the magnetic properties of Gd [46] and rare earth elements [47]. On the other hand, by alloying Gd with select rare earth elements such as Tb, Dy the transition temperature of Gd alloy can be shifted without significantly altering its MCE [48].

### 3.3.2 Mn based MCM

FOM’s have received more attention in the last decade. Franco et al. [44] discuss different families of materials suitable for magnetic refrigeration applications. An FOM family with potential for use in AMR cycles is MnFe(P,As) alloys. In 2002, the so-called giant magnetocaloric effect (GMCE) was reported for this class of material [49]. The
transition temperature is tunable between 200 K to 350 K by changing the As/P ratio without losing the large MCE [50]. Although thermal hysteresis is present, it is relatively small (less than 1K). Beside thermal hysteresis, another drawback with this material is the use of As which is a toxic material. Later, this problem was addressed by replacing As with Si and, to achieve higher MCE comparable with the As family, Ge was combined with Si and a new family of FOMs were discovered \( \text{MnFe}(P_{0.89-x}Si_x)Ge_{0.11} \). Unfortunately, thermal hysteresis increased significantly with this new family of FOMs [51]. Recently, \( \text{MnFeP}_{1-x}Si_x \) compounds were studied further and reported to show large magnetocaloric effects [52]. This family of material do not contain any toxic components; however, they can show large hysteresis as well. It was later reported that with varying Mn:Fe and P:Si ratios, giant magnetocaloric effect and small thermal hysteresis can be achieved [53]. Although \( \text{MnFe}(P,\text{As}) \) alloys may not be ideal for AMR applications due to their toxicity and limited range of effectiveness, they are very interesting for research on AMRs comprised of layers of materials with varying transition temperature (because of large MCE, small hysteresis, availability, and tunability of the transition point) [54,55].

### 3.3.3 Material selection metrics

From the early work of Wood and Potter [56] to more recent studies of Engelbrecht and Bahl [57], and Aprea et al. [58], the impacts of adiabatic temperature change and magnetic entropy change on the performance of MCMs have been studied. To characterize the capacity of a material for generating cooling power, Wood and Potter
define the \textit{refrigerant capacity} (RC) as the reversible work to operate between $T_{\text{cold}}$ and $T_{\text{hot}}$ for isothermal heat absorption at $T_{\text{cold}}$, i.e.

$$RC \equiv -T_{\text{cold}} \Delta S(T_{\text{cold}}) \times (T_{\text{hot}} - T_{\text{cold}}).$$

(6)

A modified definition was suggested as a useful parameter to measure cooling capacity $q$, [38]:

$$q = -\int_{T_{\text{cold}}}^{T_{\text{sat}}} \Delta S(T, P, \Delta H) dT dh.$$ 

(7)

Both Eqs. (6) and (7) are a measure of the area defined in $T$-$s$ space which can be interpreted as the minimum work input needed when operating between $T_{\text{cold}}$ and $T_{\text{hot}}$. Because the magnetic entropy change is bounded by the total change in magnetization and the applied field, as discussed by Sandeman [59], a \textit{maximum} RCP can be defined by,

$$RCP_{\text{Max}} = \int_{0}^{\infty} \Delta S(T, H_{\text{Max}}) dT = M_{\text{sat}} H_{\text{Max}}$$

(8)

where $M_{\text{sat}}$ is the saturation magnetization. Although Eq. (8) is known to provide an upper limit to the available work in a system, it has not been widely used as a material screening metric.

Other metrics used to rank materials include peak entropy change $|\Delta S_{\text{Max}}|$, peak adiabatic temperature change $\Delta T_{\text{Max}}$, and combinations weighted by temperature span. Two widely used versions to identify promising MCMs are $RCP(s)$ and $RCP(T)$ [43,44,57,60,61]:

$$RCP(S) = -\Delta S_{\text{Max}} \times \delta T_{\text{FWHM}}$$

(9)
\[ RCP(T) = \Delta T_{\text{Max}} \times \delta T_{\text{FWHM}} \] (10)

where subscript \( Max \) refers to the maximum, or peak, value and \( \text{FWHM} \) refers to the full width at half maximum of either \( \Delta S(T) \) or \( \Delta T_{\text{ad}}(T) \). A common practice is to plot \( \Delta T_{\text{Max}} \) against \( \Delta S_{\text{Max}} \) for different materials [59] in order to create an Ashby map [62]. It is usually considered that materials with large \( \Delta T_{\text{Max}} \) and \( \Delta S_{\text{Max}} \) (upper right area of an Ashby map) would perform better in an AMR system. Based on this approach, a metric can be defined as follows:

\[ RCP(TS) = \Delta T_{\text{Max}} \Delta S_{\text{Max}} \] (11)

A number of other metrics have been reported where a heat metric is normalized by a work transfer [59,63]. These forms can suggest some measure of efficiency. While they are potentially good metrics for screening, they are not considered here where the focus is useful cooling power.

With the development of FOMs that exhibit high \( |\Delta S_{\text{Max}}| \), but often lower \( \Delta T_{\text{Max}} \) compared to SOMs, understanding the effectiveness of available metrics in identifying suitable materials for AMR applications is increasing in importance. To the knowledge of the author, there has been no rigorous study to determine how these metrics correlate with performance in an AMR cycle.

### 3.4 Summary

In this chapter the basic thermodynamics of AMRs were explained and the magnetocaloric materials used in the current study were presented. The techniques used
for selecting material for AMR applications were introduced and the metrics used for performance analysis in this research were described. In the proceeding chapters, details of experimental and numerical methods will be explained, and simulations and measurement results will be presented.
Chapter 4 Device Configuration

The final aim of many research studies is to develop efficient magnetocaloric heat pumps. To achieve this objective, numerical models are used to investigate the impacts of various parameters on the performance of an AMR with the goal of optimizing the design. Many times, the numerical studies focus on the regenerator and neglect the impacts of device configuration – losses related to the way a specific device is constructed. Numerical models which can effectively predict the performance of real devices must consider the impacts of configuration losses. Methods to implement system effects in numerical models are needed so as to achieve good agreement between the simulated and experimental observations. In this chapter, the configuration losses inherent to an AMR system are defined and discussed. An experimental method to measure the loss coefficients of a device is presented. The experimental apparatus used in the current thesis is introduced and the procedures and protocols for experimental data collection are explained.

4.1 Configuration Losses

An active magnetic device consists of several parts besides the regenerators themselves: fluid flow system, magnets, heat exchangers, piping, and insulation. Many different designs exist and design choices tend to weight some losses higher than others. Part of the engineering challenge is to quantify the trade-offs for a system configuration
and to optimize the system as a whole. Here we define *configuration losses* as mechanisms *external* to the active regenerator that impact performance.

![Figure 10](image)

Fig. 10 (a) A schematic of heat transfer losses in an AMR system, and, (b) a simplified model which considers only two main configuration related loss mechanisms: heat leaks to the cold section from the environment and the hot side.

Fig. 10 (a) represents a model of configuration losses external to the regenerator. Depending upon the operating temperature span of the regenerator, the aspect ratio, and the design of the casing holding the regenerator, heat leaks through the surrounding structure can lead to decreases or increases in performance [64]. While not often considered, imperfect thermal isolation may actually help a device obtain a larger temperature span when operating above the environmental temperature. Other configuration losses can arise from dead volumes and heat exchanger ineffectiveness. Finally, a configuration may be selected which minimizes thermal leaks, but results in situation where demagnetization is significant. This cannot be shown in the schematic as
a resistor; instead, it acts as a reduction in the effective variation in magnetic field which is the driving force for magnetic work.

Figure 1 (b) shows a simplified model where only two thermal loss mechanisms related to configuration are considered: heat leaks between the cold side of the regenerator and the environment, and between the warm and cold sides of the system. The magnitudes of these thermal interactions are assumed to be determined by the specific thermal resistances in the device. The heat leak, $Q_{0C}$, between the cold end at $T_C$ and the ambient at $T_0$ is given by,

$$Q_{0C} = K_{0C} (T_0 - T_C)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $K_{0C}$ is the effective thermal conductance. Likewise, the thermal interaction between the warm side of the system and the cold side is determined by the conductance $K_{HC}$,

$$Q_{HC} = K_{HC} (T_H - T_C).$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

The effect of external heat leaks is to reduce the available net cooling power of the system, $Q_{\text{NET}}$. The gross cooling power, $Q_C$, seen by all the regenerators in the device as represented in Figure 1 (b) is,

$$Q_C = Q_{\text{NET}} + Q_{0C} + Q_{HC} .$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

It is important to note that the notation used in Fig. 10 and in the equations above is for a system which can be comprised of an arbitrary number of regenerators, $N$. Because configuration losses are those of a complete device, we have worked with a system
representation; however, a similar schematic and set of equations could be written for a single regenerator. The convention we will use here is that upper case subscripts represent the entire system, whereas, lower case subscripts will be for a single regenerator. Thus, the net load for the device, $Q_{NET}$, would result in an effective net load per regenerator, $Q_{net}$, such that, $Q_{NET} = NQ_{net}$.

In the following sections we describe how the heat leaks and cooling powers are determined for the experimental apparatus used in this work.

### 4.2 Heat Leak Coefficients

Ideally, an AMR model would be validated using measured boundary conditions on the regenerator which would include gross cooling power, $Q_c$, parasitic heat leaks through the regenerator shell transverse to the flow direction, $Q_p$, and the gross heat rejection, $Q_h$. In the device used for this work, applied load, $Q_{NET}$, is the independent variable used to measure performance. Assuming a well-insulated shell, the transverse heat leak, $Q_p$ is assumed negligible. Validation of a regenerator model then requires knowledge of the resistances coupling the cold side to the environment and the hot side. These resistance values are calculated by measuring steady state temperature and heat rates when the device is not working as described below.

The conductance values, $K$, can be estimated experimentally by removing the regenerators and filling the void with insulating material. In this case, with a temperature difference between the hot and cold side of the device, the dominant mechanism for heat...
leak between these two temperatures is assumed to be due to $K_{HC}$. A steady-state energy balance on the cold side with the device not operating is now,

$$Q_{HC} = Q_{0C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

and,

$$\left( \frac{K_{HC}}{K_{0C}} \right)^* = \frac{T_C - T_0}{T_H - T_C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

By performing a number of experiments where $T_H$ is varied and $T_C$ and $T_0$ are measured, the left side of Equation (16) is determined.

A second set of experiments are performed with a range of applied loads such that,

$$Q_{NET} = Q_{HC} + Q_{0C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

$$Q_{NET} = K_{HC} (T_C - T_H) + K_{0C} (T_C - T_{amb})$$

Making use of the previous experiments and Equation (16),

$$Q_{NET} = K_{0C} \left( \frac{K_{HC}}{K_{0C}} \right)^* (T_C - T_H) + K_{0C} (T_C - T_{amb})$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

$K_{0C}$ is determined using the conductance ratio determined with the previous experiment, varying $Q_{NET}$ and measuring $T_C$ and $T_H$ via.

$$K_{0C} = \frac{Q_{NET}}{\left( \frac{K_{HC}}{K_{0C}} \right)^* (T_C - T_H) + (T_C - T_0)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

Finally, $K_{HC}$ can be estimated by using $K_{0C}$ calculated from Equation (19),
\[ K_{HC} = K_{oc} \left( \frac{K_{HC}}{K_{oc}} \right)^r. \] (20)

### 4.3 System Performance Metrics

The cooling power of the regenerator is the cycle-average rate of energy transfer across the cold boundary – this is defined as the *gross* cooling power for a regenerator. The regenerator gross cooling power is calculated based on the cycle averaged enthalpy flow at the cold end of the AMR neglecting pressure variations,

\[
Q_c = \frac{1}{\tau_c} \int m c_p (T_c - T_f(t)) dt
\] (21)

The gross cooling power of the device, \( Q_C \), due to all \( N \) regenerators is (note that a lower-case subscript is for a single regenerator, while an upper case subscript represents a device):

\[
Q_c = N Q_c
\] (22)

A variety of COP definitions are possible [65] and can be useful for comparing different materials, regenerators, or systems. The COP definition we consider includes the effects of regenerator losses and thermal leaks of the device, but only focuses on the work inputs to the regenerator. By doing this, we are neglecting the mechanical inefficiencies of the device. This perspective gives what we call the *configuration* COP,

\[
COP_{config} = \frac{Q_{NET}}{W_m + W_p}
\] (23)
where $W_M$ is the magnetic work and $W_p$ is the pumping work. Magnetic work is the amount of work input into the system through the magnetic field. In other words, this work acts as the available energy which could be changed into cooling power or could be lost due to irreversibilities. The net cooling power, $Q_{NET}$, is determined using Equation (14). The denominator is calculated using an energy balance on the AMR, $Q_H - Q_C$. Finally, the second law efficiency is calculated using Equation (24) [65]

$$\eta = COP \left( \frac{T_H}{T_C} - 1 \right). \quad (24)$$

4.4 Experimental Apparatus

The experimental device used in this work is an apparatus known as PM II which uses permanent magnets for the field source. The device has been described in detail elsewhere; we will focus only on the characteristics most relevant for the results presented here [66,67].

The PM II device utilizes concentric nested Halbach arrays to generate a magnetic field (Fig. 11). A cylindrical regenerator fits inside the Halbach arrays and, as the magnets rotate in opposite direction, a time varying field is created in the bore where the regenerators are fixed. In a recent study, the design and development of multipolar Halbach arrays for magnetic refrigeration applications are numerically investigated [68]. Increasing the number of poles, can increase the rate the refrigerant is magnetized and demagnetized which can potentially increase the refrigeration capacity. For the work described here, two-pole Halbach arrays are utilized and spherical particles of gadolinium
are the MCM. The heat transfer fluid used inside the system is a mixture of water and glycol (80%-20%) on volumetric basis. A reciprocating fluid displacer is used to pump the fluid from the hot heat exchangers, through the regenerators, cold heat exchangers and vice versa.

Fluid flow is generated using a double-acting displacer combined with unidirectional valves to control the flow direction [66,69]. Assuming sinusoidal displacer motion, instantaneous mass flow rate is a function of displacer stroke, $s$, operating frequency, $\omega$, density, $\rho$, and displaced cross sectional area, $A_d$. 

Fig. 11 PM II AMR test apparatus. This apparatus is made up of two active regenerators. A displacer is employed to pump heat transfer fluid through the system and check valves are used to control the flow direction. As the displacer moves to the left, fluid will be pumped from the hot heat exchanger, through the regenerator on the left and to the cold heat exchanger. During this period the left regenerator is in low field mode. At the same period, since the regenerator on the right is in high field mode, the fluid flows from the cold heat exchanger, through the right matrix, returning to the displacer. As the displacer now moves to the right, the fluid flows in opposite direction. In this period, the right regenerator will be in low field mode and the left one will be in high field mode.
The total flux density created in the empty bore is determined by the vector addition of the field generated by each magnet. The flux density in the bore of the magnet as a function of angular position is described by Equation (26).

\[
B(\theta) = B_{\text{max}} \frac{\sqrt{2}}{2} \left| 1 + \cos^{0.5} \theta \right|
\]  

(26)

4.4.1 Regenerators

As discussed in [66] the choices of regenerator morphology are limited by manufacturing capabilities associated with the selected refrigerant. Traditionally passive regenerators have been constructed from crushed irregular particles, spherical particles, parallel plates, stacked wire mesh and stacked parallel tubes. Fig. 12 shows samples of different regenerator geometries [66]. With three dimensional printing technology and manufacturing techniques, channelled microstructures are becoming more widely available (Fig. 13). One of the key advantages of channelled microstructures is that they can be manufactured in pucks of material with different transition temperatures, and then stacked in a regenerator to construct a layered regenerator.

Fig. 12 Samples of different regenerator geometries [66]
Two types of regenerators are usually used in AMR applications [64]: fixed bed and rotary bed regenerators. In a fixed bed regenerator, the flow direction may be controlled by a valving system such as rotary or check valves and the field strength is varied by magnet motion. In a rotary regenerator, the time-varying magnetic field is created by movement of the regenerator with respect to the magnet. Unidirectional pumps are often used in combination with valves to generate an oscillating flow. PM II uses fixed cylindrical regenerators (Fig. 14) with the regenerator mounted inside the Halbach arrays.

Fig. 13 Channeled microstructure puck and the puck housing designed for PM II cylindrical regenerators.

Fig. 14 Cylindrical regenerator beds used for fixing material in PM II device. On the right, sample channeled microstructure refrigerant and their housing are presented. Multiple pucks with different transition temperatures can be mounted inside a regenerator to create a multilayered AMR bed.
4.5 Testing Procedures

As briefly discussed in Chapter 1, one of the problems with FOMs is hysteresis. The term hysteresis refers to the history dependence of properties. Some of the emerging FOMs that exhibit large MCE, also show large magnetic and thermal hysteresis. To elaborate, when a material shows magnetic hysteresis, it means that the magnetic properties of the material are dependent on the previous state or phase of the material. This behaviour can affect the measurements of specific heat and adiabatic temperature change. This phenomenon may result in irreversibilities over the magnetic cycle which can affect the performance of an AMR. Because of hysteresis, the measurement procedure must be carefully defined when reporting performance of an FOM in an AMR.

4.5.1 Testing Protocols

The terms warming (heating) or cooling are used to indicate the way temperature history of a sample or the AMR is varied between each data point measurement. For a heating measurement of specific heat, the sample temperature is fixed at a temperature below the transition temperature. For the consecutive measurements, the sample temperature is slowly increased. The opposite protocol is used for cooling. Fig. 15 shows a sample measurement of specific heat following heating and cooling measurement protocols.
Fig. 15 Specific heat as a function of temperature for 0 T of applied field measured by utilizing heating and cooling protocols for an MnFeP<sub>1-x</sub>As<sub>x</sub> sample.

To measure the performance of a material in an AMR, the heat rejection temperature is fixed to the desired value, the load on the cold side of regenerator bed is set, and then the device is started at the desired operating conditions (i.e. frequency and displaced volume). The term warming (heating) indicates that the starting heat rejection temperature is selected to be below the temperature of peak specific heat of the coldest material in the cascade. The steady-state cold side data point is collected and then the heat rejection temperature is increased and the temperature span for a new data point is measured. A cooling process refers to the procedure where the heat rejection temperature is selected to be higher than the warmest layer in the cascade. After steady-state is reached and data is recorded, the heat rejection temperature is reduced and the next measurement is made. Fig. 16 shows a sample measurement of device performance.
following heating and cooling measurement protocols. It is observed that for a SOM material (Gd) the two protocols result in similar temperature spans; however, for FOM material, heating and cooling procedures result in different temperature spans for the same operating conditions.

Fig. 16 A comparison of performance of an AMR using SOM (Gd) and FOM (MnFeP₁₃Siₓ) sample following heating and cooling device performance measurement protocols.

The results shown in Figure 16 have not been fully explained by AMR researchers. This problem will be investigated in detail in Chapter 8.

4.6 Summary

In this section the device configuration is studied. Configuration losses are defined as mechanisms external to the active regenerator that impact performance and an experimental method is proposed to measure the external heat loss coefficients. The experimental test apparatus used in this study is introduced and the testing procedures
utilized for experimental measurements are outlined. In the following chapter, the details of developing the numerical model will be discussed.
Chapter 5 Numerical Model Development

The combined effects of non-linear material properties, varying magnetic field, and time-dependent heat transfer and fluid flow make an AMR a complicated system to model. Parameters related to system design such as fluid flow unbalance which can negatively impact the performance of an AMR [10], also add to the complexity of performance modeling.

Because of complexity and the 1D nature of simple AMRs, many researchers use one dimensional models instead of two or three dimensional models. In a one dimensional model, the transverse temperature gradient in the solid matrix is neglected; however, by using proper correction factors this effect can be accounted for. This technique has been practiced by several researchers [28,70,71]. Comparing the results with experimental measurements has shown that one dimensional models with proper correction factors are capable of modeling the performance of systems closely. In this study a 1D numerical model is developed and validated against experimental measurements.

5.1 AMR Model

5.1.1 Governing equations

The active magnetic regenerator is modeled using a one-dimensional approximation to determine temperature as a function of space and time $T(x, t)$ for the solid matrix and fluid. Performance parameters such as cooling power, work input and efficiency are then
post-calculated. Using an energy balance for a control volume comprised of solid and fluid phases, the following governing equations can be derived [72].

\[
\frac{m'_f L c_p}{\tau_B} \frac{\partial T_f}{\partial t} + m c_p \frac{\partial T_f}{\partial x} = \left( \frac{\alpha A k_{f, eff}}{L} \frac{\partial T_f}{\partial x} \right) + h_{eff} A'_s L (T_s - T_f) + \frac{m}{\rho_f} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x}
\]

\[
\frac{m'_s L c_p}{\tau_B} \frac{\partial T_s}{\partial t} = \left( \frac{(1 - \alpha) A k_{s, eff}}{L} \frac{\partial T_s}{\partial x} \right) + h_{eff} A'_s L (T_f - T_s) + \frac{m'_f L c_p}{\tau_B} \frac{\partial T_{s, eff}}{\partial t} + Q_{other} L
\]

\(T\) is temperature, \(x^*\) is the dimensionless spatial coordinate (normalized by regenerator length, \(x^* = x / L\)) and \(t^*\) is dimensionless time coordinate (normalized by blow period, \(t = t^* \tau_B\)). Subscript \(f\) refers to fluid and subscript \(s\) refers to solid. \(m'_f\) is the entrained mass of fluid per unit length of the regenerator, \(m'_s\) is the mass of MCM per unit length, \(c\) is specific heat, \(A'_s\) is the surface area of the solid matrix per unit length, \(\tau_B\) is the blow period, \(k_{eff}\) and \(h_{eff}\) are the effective thermal conductivity and convective heat transfer coefficient respectively, \(A\) is the cross-sectional area of the regenerator, and \(\alpha\) is porosity.

In Equation (27) the terms from left to right represent: energy storage, enthalpy flow by fluid displacement, thermal diffusion, convective transfer between the solid and the fluid, and viscous dissipation. The terms in Equation (28) are: energy storage in the solid, axial heat conduction, convective heat transfer between solid and fluid, and magnetic work effects. Equation (28) includes a generic source term, \(Q_{other}'\) which can be used to represent source terms such as eddy-current heating.

The effective conductivity is a local volume-averaged property dependent on the conductivity of each phase and the porosity of the porous media given by [73]. For the
fluid, both conduction and dispersion are considered in the diffusion term such that for a one dimensional analysis, $k_{\text{eff}}$ is given by [74].

$$k_{\text{eff}} = k_{\text{static}} + k_f D^d$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)$$

$k_{\text{static}}$ is the static component of effective conductivity which is the conductivity of a packed bed when there is no flow, $k_f$ is the intrinsic fluid conductivity and $D^d$ is the dispersion coefficient calculated using [73],

$$D^d = 0.75 \varepsilon Pr Re$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)$$

where $\varepsilon$ is the porosity and,

$$Re = \left( \frac{\dot{m}_f}{A \rho} \right) \frac{d_h}{\mu}$$  \hspace{1cm} (31)$$

d_h$ is the hydraulic diameter.

The convection coefficient is determined using the correlation suggested by Wakao et al. [75],

$$h = \frac{(2 + 1.1 Re_f^{0.6} Pr_f^{1/3}) k_f}{d_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (32)$$

where $Re_f$ is the Reynolds number based on particle diameter, $d_p$, and $Pr_f$ is the Prandtl number. An effective convection coefficient is used, $h_{\text{eff}}$, to account for temperature gradients in the matrix material. The effective value is determined by a degradation factor, $Df$, as described elsewhere [70] [76].

$$h_{\text{eff}} = Df \times h$$  \hspace{1cm} (33)$$
\[ Df = \left( \frac{1}{1 + Bi \phi_H} \right) \]  
\[ Bi = \frac{hd_p}{2k_s} \]  
\[ \phi_H = \left( 1 - \frac{4}{35Fo} \right) \]  
\[ Fo = \frac{\alpha \tau}{\left( \frac{d_p}{2} \right)^2} \]

Pressure drop is determined using the modified Ergun equation as suggested by Macdonald [77] and used in other studies on packed beds [78].

\[ \frac{\Delta P}{L} = \frac{(1 - \alpha)}{\alpha^3} \frac{\rho u_s^2}{d_p} \left[ \frac{180 \mu (1 - \alpha)}{\rho u_s d_p} + 1.8 \right] \]

where \( u_s \) is the superficial velocity of the fluid, \( L \) is the length of the regenerator, \( \mu \) is dynamic viscosity.

### 5.1.2 Boundary conditions

In each cycle there are two blow periods. In the first blow the fluid flows from the hot reservoir (hot side of the regenerator) to the cold reservoir (cold side of the regenerator) and in the second blow, the fluid flows from the cold side to the hot side of the regenerator. The boundary conditions are defined by the following equations:

Hot to cold blow (\( \dot{m} \geq 0, \bar{B} = B_{low} \):
\[ T_f(0,t) = T_b, \frac{\partial T_f(L,t)}{\partial x} = 0 \]  
\[(39)\]

\[ \frac{\partial T_x(0,t)}{\partial x} = 0, \frac{\partial T_x(L,t)}{\partial x} = 0 \]  
\[(40)\]

Cold to hot blow \((\dot{m} \leq 0, \vec{B} = B_{High})\):

\[ T_f(L,t) = T_c, \frac{\partial T_f(0,t)}{\partial x} = 0 \]  
\[(41)\]

\[ \frac{\partial T_x(0,t)}{\partial x} = 0, \frac{\partial T_x(L,t)}{\partial x} = 0 \]  
\[(42)\]

To reach steady state condition, initial transient effects need to dissipate. A periodic steady state condition is determined using a periodic boundary condition:

\[ T_f(x,t) = T_f(x,2\tau) \pm \delta T \]  
\[(43)\]

\[ T_x(x,t) = T_x(x,2\tau) \pm \delta T \]  
\[(44)\]

For the results reported here, the tolerance of the model, \(\delta T\), is set as 0.001 K.

### 5.2 Material Properties

A mixture of water-glycol (80%-20% on volume basis) is used as the heat transfer fluid. Temperature dependent properties of this fluid mixture are determined using empirical equations. The magnetization, specific heat, and entropy of SOM material are modelled by combining mean field theory (MFT) and Sommerfeld Model [79] with the Debye approximation [2]. MFT determines magnetization as a function of temperature and field, and, with appropriate Maxwell relations, the magnetic contributions to specific heat and entropy.
5.3 Field Waveform

In some numerical studies a step change for the magnetic field is used instead of a time varying wave form [20,29,80]. This approach significantly reduces time and complexity of the simulation, and tends to represent a best-case for the field change seen by the AMR. Trevizoli et al. looked at the effects of using a step change field instead of a rectified sinusoidal field profile [81]. In their study, the low and high field values for the discrete field approach were based on the minimum and maximum values of the continuous field wave form. This led to over predicting the performance of the system. Unfortunately, the PM II device uses a wave form which is varying throughout the cycle and is not well-represented by a step change. The ability to model the device using a step change would be beneficial as it leads to significantly faster solutions. In order to use a step change model instead of the complete wave form, the average values for low field and high fields for a step model need to be calculated based on the device field wave forms. PM II device utilizes a displacer system to pump fluid during low field and high field periods continuously (Design principles and performance details of PM II are further discussed in [66,67]). Two averaging techniques are used to estimate the effective low field and high field values based on the device waveform.
Fig. 17 Different field wave forms analyzed.

The field wave form for PM II is described by Equation (26) and is shown graphically in Fig. 17 as the rectified sinusoid. In addition, we show two different discrete field profiles representing step changes. Each is calculated using the applied fields during the blow periods. In one case, a conventional average is calculated for each blow period, $B_{\text{avg}}$, using

$$B_{\text{avg}} = \frac{1}{\tau_B} \int_0^{\tau_B} B(t)dt \quad (45)$$

The magnitude of applied field is normalized using the maximum field, $B_{\text{max}}$,

$$B_{\text{normalized}} = \frac{B(t)}{B_{\text{max}}} \quad (46)$$
Although this averaging technique is simple and effective in estimating the applied field for the step model, it does not include the flow waveform effects. The conventional averaging method is most useful when the flow is uniform during each blow period. However, if the flow waveform changes significantly during the period, this method will be less accurate in replacing the complete waveform. In PM II device, the fluid flow is non-uniform during each blow period and follows a sinusoidal behavior. Different fluid waveforms can lead to different performance whereas a simple averaging technique for field is unable to discriminate between these cases.

When replacing the field waveform with a step change model, it is important to include the effects of fluid waveform and synchronization with field in the average high and low field values. As a result a second definition, $B_{f_{avg}}$, is proposed which uses the mass flow rate given by Equation (25) to determine a flow weighted average for each blow period,

$$B_{f_{avg}} = \frac{1}{m_d} \int_0^{T_b} \dot{m}(t)B(t)dt$$ \hspace{1cm} (47)

The integral of the mass flow waveform gives the total displaced mass $m_d$. As will be shown in Section 6.1.1, using the flow-weighted average field in a step-change approximation closely matches the results using the full magnetic field waveform. All simulation results that follow use the flow weighted average field with a step change approximation.
5.4 Demagnetization

As a material is exposed to a magnetic field, $H$, the material will be magnetized, $M$. A magnetic dipole moment is created inside the material and a demagnetization field $H_d$ can be defined resulting from this magnetic pole. The demagnetization field, depends on magnetization of the material and the shape of the sample [82],

$$H_d = N_d M$$  \hspace{1cm} (48)

where $N_d$ is the demagnetization factor which is only a function of the geometry of the specimen. The internal field felt by the sample, $H_{in}$, is determined by the external field and the demagnetization field,

$$H_{in} = H_a - H_d$$  \hspace{1cm} (49)

where $H_a$ is the applied field.

Demagnetization is a problem in nearly all permanent magnet based devices and arises due to both matrix and regenerator geometry. A simulated representation of relative local field when at high field in PM II is shown in Fig. 18. The average of this profile results in a 16% reduction in applied field. Burdyny et al. modeled a geometry similar to the PM II and used a constant scaling of applied field to account for demagnetization effects [29]. Using the same approach here, the scaled local field, $H_{mat}$, is assumed to be 84% of the applied field, $H_a$. Other approaches to correcting for demagnetization are possible, but an average scaling is simple and numerically efficient. We briefly examined averaged scaling and position dependent scaling of field on local
magnetic work and solid temperature distribution. We found the differences between them to be small and so we use the average scaling approach.

Fig. 18. Demagnetization as a function of location used for simulations. The solid line shows the average value of demagnetization and the dashed line shows location dependent value of demagnetization along the regenerator for a temperature span of 282-302 K

5.5 Solution Method

The governing equations are discretized both in time and space with Galerkin-Petrov method described in [83] and implemented in the Matlab PDEPE solver. The number of elements used to discretize the governing equations is an important factor that affects the performance of the model. It is essential to have sufficient density of mesh points at sensitive locations in order to capture accurate behavior. These locations can be, the points where the boundary conditions are applied (i.e. the contact points between the layers and the end points where the hot and cold fluid enters the regenerator in each blow
period) or locations where rapid variations in properties occur. Due to the sudden change of properties, a sufficient resolution of elements is needed to properly capture the temperature profile behavior.

One approach is to use a fine uniform mesh throughout the regenerator and to increase the number of elements until a solution is reached which is not mesh dependent. Although increasing the number of elements, reduces the discretizing and truncation error, it can increase the solution time significantly and also increases the round off errors [84]. Therefore, a higher accuracy using fewer elements is desirable. To keep the number of elements low and simultaneously increase the accuracy of the model, a sinusoidal mesh generation technique is used. Fig. 19 shows the distribution of elements in a uniform meshing technique compared to the sinusoidal meshing technique.

![Fig. 19 Distribution of elements in a uniform meshing technique compared to sinusoidal meshing technique.](image-url)
With a uniform mesh distribution, 10% of the elements are within 10% of the ends; however, using a sinusoidal method, more than 20% of the nodes are located within 10% of the ends. The difference is more significant if we compare locations within 5% of the regenerator end points. With this method, we can significantly increase the number of elements at the end points without increasing the total number of elements. This is a mesh distribution technique to increase the density of elements in locations where higher resolution is needed without increasing the total number of nodes and solution time significantly. For a single layer we have found this to be an effective meshing technique.

5.5.1 Grid Study

A grid sensitivity study comparing uniform and sinusoidal meshing is used to select the number of elements. We use a sinusoidal mesh distribution technique to discretize the spatial coordinates. A reference case is defined using sinusoidal meshing with 200 elements. A temperature span of 19 K, frequency of 1 Hz, a displaced volume of 10 cm$^3$, and experimental parameters described later in Table 1 are used. Cooling power and magnetic work are calculated for different element numbers and compared to the selected case. For 20 nodes and sinusoidal mesh, the values calculated for magnetic work and cooling power are 0.05% and 2.3% higher than what the reference case with 200 elements. A similar accuracy is achieved with a uniform mesh of 60 elements; however, the solution time increases by about 300%.

The above results are obtained for gadolinium which has a smooth second order transition. If we examine first order material, the number of elements may need to be
increased significantly and element distribution becomes more critical. In this case, the use of sinusoidal meshing may not be valid as the material properties are more sensitive to field and temperature. For the SOM simulations that follow 40 nodes with a sinusoidal spatial distribution are used.

5.6 Summary

In this section, the details of developing a numerical model for performance analysis of an AMR were discussed. The governing equations were presented and boundary conditions were outlined. Relevant equations for calculating heat transfer coefficient between solid and fluid phases were presented and field and flow waveforms used in the model were discussed. Finally the solution method was briefly explained. In the following chapter, the numerical simulation results will be validated against experimental measurements. After validating, the model is used to perform parametric studies on some of the key operating conditions and device configuration parameters.
Chapter 6 Model Validation and Parametric Study

In this section, we use the developed model to analyze the performance of PM II under different operating conditions. First we compare simulations using step change in field to the actual applied field waveform. Then we compare the results obtained from the numerical model to experimental measurements. After validating the performance, we use the model to investigate the system performance under a wider range of operating conditions. The effects of external losses on overall system performance are reported in Section 6.2.

6.1 Model Validation

6.1.1 Field Waveform

The performance of the model using step change wave forms for field \( B_{\text{avg}} \) and \( B_{f\text{avg}} \) are compared to results using the rectified sinusoidal wave form. Fig. 20 shows simulated temperature spans at zero (a) and ten watts (b) of net cooling power for rejection temperatures above and below the Curie point of gadolinium. For all conditions, the use of \( B_{\text{avg}} \) underestimates temperature span by approximately 30% compared to results using the full wave form. The step change approach using the flow weighted average fields, \( B_{f\text{avg}} \), shows excellent agreement with the results obtained using the full wave form. Based on this finding, the step change approach using the \( B_{f\text{avg}} \) fields is used for all other simulations.
Fig. 20 Performance of the system when using rectified sinusoidal field wave form, averaged field and flow averaged field wave forms (Step Change Model).

(a) $V_d=10.4$ cm$^3$  $f=0.96$ Hz  $Q_{NET}=0$ W

(b) $V_d=10.4$ cm$^3$  $f=0.96$ Hz  $Q_{NET}=10$ W
6.1.2 Experimental Validation

To validate the predictive ability of the model, we compare simulated temperature spans with experimental values for zero and ten watts of net cooling power. Two different frequencies (0.5 and 1 Hz) and two different displaced volumes (10.4 and 20.8 cm$^3$) are considered. Configuration losses for the PM II device are included. The conductance values described in Section 4.1 are estimated to be $K_{HC} = 0.8$ WK$^{-1}$ and $K_{OC} = 0.9$ WK$^{-1}$. The experiments for determining the loss factors were performed with the regenerator matrices in the system which overestimates the value of $K_{HC}$. The impacts of this are considered by simulating an additional case with $K_{HC}$ reduced to 0.5 WK$^{-1}$.

Fig. 21 compares model results to experimental data where temperature span is plotted as a function of rejection temperature. Simulated results for the two different values of $K_{HC}$ are shown. The difference between model predications and measured data are less than 1 K in most cases which is on the order of the uncertainty of the experimental measurements. As expected, the effects of $K_{HC}$ tend to increase with temperature span. Depending on operating conditions, a $K_{HC}$ value of 0.5 or 0.8 WK$^{-1}$ may provide a better match to the data. For the remainder of this paper, $K_{HC} = 0.8$ WK$^{-1}$ is used to study the performance of the system.
6.2 Parametric Study

To fully understand the impacts of configuration losses on AMR performance, we numerically explore operating conditions listed in Table 1. The ranges for parameter values correspond to possible operating points in the PM II.
Table 1 Regenerator properties and operating parameters for numerical simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Material, $d_p$</td>
<td>Gd spheres, 425-600</td>
<td>[µm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of MCM (per regenerator)</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>[g]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency, $f$</td>
<td>0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3</td>
<td>[Hz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot side Temperature, $T_H$</td>
<td>295, 299, 303, 307</td>
<td>[K]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold side Temperature, $T_C$</td>
<td>278, 280, 282, 284, 286, 288, 290</td>
<td>[K]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaced volume, $V_d$</td>
<td>5.2, 10.4, 15.6, 20.8, 31.2</td>
<td>[cm$^3$]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The impacts of physical properties of the refrigerant on the performance of AMR are investigated elsewhere [85]. In this study, after comparing device performance with and without configuration losses, we determine the impact of operating conditions on COP. The efficiency is determined and conditions leading to maximum performance are identified.

6.2.1 Configuration losses

Configuration losses are quantified by comparing net and gross cooling powers. Results for rejection temperatures of 299 and 307 K are shown in Fig. 22 for a displaced volume of 10.4 cm$^3$. In each case, gross and net cooling power are plotted as a function of temperature span for each frequency. Ambient temperature is assumed constant at 293 K. The results show a monotonic decrease in cooling power with temperature span. At higher spans, cooling power reduces with frequency as compared to lower spans where cooling power increases with frequency. This is because cooling power is more sensitive to internal regenerator losses such as viscous dissipation and reduced thermal effectiveness at higher spans. Operating points close to room temperature exhibit smaller parasitic loads.
Fig. 22 Gross cooling power (a) and (c) and net cooling power (b) and (d) as a function of temperature span and frequency - (a) and (b) Hot side temperature is 307 K; (c) and (d) hot side temperature is 299 K. Displaced volume is 10.4 cm$^3$ for all cases.

The impact of configuration losses for two different displaced volumes are quantified in relation to gross cooling power in Fig. 23 where the percent difference is calculated using,
Configuration Loss [%] = \frac{Q_{GROSS} - Q_{NET}}{Q_{GROSS}} \times 100. \quad (50)

Increasing the frequency will increase the rate of magnetic work input in the system; however, higher frequency also results in reduced thermal effectiveness. The combined effects of these parameters determine the cooling power of the system, and, increasing the frequency can sometimes lead to increase in gross cooling power (favorable effects of magnetic work input dominates the adverse effects of reduced thermal effectiveness) and vice versa.

### 6.2.2 Cooling power and efficiency

In a refrigeration system, we desire high cooling power at a reasonably high efficiency and temperature spans. Fig. 24 shows second law efficiency for the configuration (defined by equations (23) and (24)) as a function of net cooling power for different temperature spans. In Fig. 24, three different displaced volumes are
investigated. For each displaced volume, the efficiency of the configuration as a function of net cooling power is plotted. On each plot colors discriminate between different frequencies. Each data point represents efficiency for a specific cold side temperature. The temperature decrement between the data points connected with arrows are 2 K in decreasing order in the direction of the arrows (i.e. the cold side temperature starts at 290 K and reduces in the direction of the arrows by decrements of 2 K.). The dashed lines connect the points with the same cold side temperature where frequency increases from left to right.

As shown, decreasing temperature span will increase the net cooling power. Simultaneously the efficiency increases as the effects of the system losses on the net cooling power decrease. For $V_d = 5.2 \text{ cm}^3$, as the frequency increases, (following the dashed lines in clockwise direction), the net cooling power increases. For higher displaced volumes, the net cooling power might increase or decrease depending on the frequency. Efficiency follows a similar trend. By increasing the frequency, efficiency increases to a peak and then decreases.
Fig. 24 Second law efficiency as a function of net cooling power for different temperature spans and $T_H = 307$ K. a) $V_d = 5.2$ cm$^3$, b) $V_d = 10.4$ cm$^3$ c) $V_d = 15.6$ cm$^3$ (circle: 5.2 cm$^3$, triangle 10.4 cm$^3$, diamond: 15.6 cm$^3$) the dotted line shows a contour of the same cold side temperature, $T_C = 290$K, dashed line $T_C = 288$ K, and as we move in the direction of the arrows, the cold side temperature reduces as: 290, 288, 286, 284, 282, 280, 278 K.

In order to reduce the number of parameters, in Fig. 25 frequency and displaced volume are combined into one parameter $C_r = f \times V_d$ which can be interpreted as the capacity rate of the fluid (i.e. $C_r = \dot{m}c_p = \rho V_d f c_p$ since $\rho c_p$ is constant, varying $V_d f$
is equivalent to changing capacity rate.) Because the regenerator mass and material are fixed, varying capacity rate is also a proxy for varying utilization – the thermal mass of fluid displaced relative to the thermal mass of the regenerator. Fig. 25 shows the efficiency of the system versus net cooling power for varying capacity rates. All data presented in this figure is for $T_H = 300$ K. Each marker style corresponds to a different displaced volume and data points are color coded for frequency. Data points can be classified in three different capacity rates. For each capacity rate there are two sets of data (two curves). One curve corresponds to a higher frequency and lower displaced volume, the second curve is for lower frequency and higher displaced volume.

At lower capacity rates, the efficiency curves are narrower with a larger peak compared to higher capacity rates. This means that at smaller capacity rates the system reaches higher efficiency with a smaller net cooling power. However, system efficiency is more sensitive to the net load compared to larger capacity rates where the performance of the system is more stable around the peak. It can also be seen that for a constant capacity rate, the system exhibits higher efficiency at higher displaced volumes. Therefore, having a higher displaced volume is more favorable than higher frequency. The difference between the frequency and displaced volume curves becomes smaller as the capacity rate increases. At higher capacity rates the temperature span is lower and, as a result, the thermal effectiveness of the regenerator has less impact on cooling power and efficiency.
6.3 Discussion

Numerical analysis and design of AMR systems relies upon reliable predictive ability. This arises from the use of appropriate numerical methods, sufficiently detailed physical models, and domains that capture the dominant physical mechanisms influencing AMR performance.

In terms of numerical methods, we show the benefits of using a sinusoidal distribution of elements over a uniform distribution for capturing sufficient accuracy while considering solution time as a criteria. Here we consider a single material AMR with properties given by a second order magnetic phase transition. In this case, the temperature and field dependent properties vary in a relatively smooth manner over the
entire AMR. Allocating more nodes near the ends of the AMR is beneficial as these locations are critical in determining heat absorption and rejection. The use of sinusoidal meshing may not be preferred with AMRs made up of large numbers of layers or where first order materials are used.

As with mesh generation, approaches that approximate system dynamics but reduce the computational domain are desirable. Because of the strong sensitivity of material properties to both temperature and field, reducing the temporal and spatial variability of field can lead to reduced solution times. The use of a mass-flow weighted field to define two discrete fields is found to give good results compared to the use of a complete field waveform. This greatly reduces iteration for material properties, such as specific heat, resulting in faster solutions. This is true even though the full cycle must still be modeled so that the mass flow waveform is captured. An appropriate averaging of flow over both blow periods may be possible to allow for a two-step cycle; however, this is an area for further research.

The impacts of configuration must be considered for the PM II system so as to separate device losses from AMR design and operating parameters. In this study, heat leaks between the hot side and cold side are assumed to arise as a parasitic load at the cold interface. Other modeling approaches explicitly include heat leaks through the walls of the regenerator housing in a distributed manner. This is an effective method; however, it may lead to longer simulation times due to the addition of a differential equation describing the housing [64,81]. Including the effects of heat leaks between the hot and cold ends of the system as well as between the environment and the cold end leads to
better model predictions. The effects of device losses should not be overlooked with any experimental device particularly when finding the maximum temperature spans. As spans increase, cooling power tends to decrease making the impacts of configuration losses more significant. Finding the maximum temperature span of a system without including configuration losses will most likely overestimate performance substantially. By including and quantifying the effects of device losses, the intrinsic efficiency of the AMR can be determined. In the case of the gadolinium regenerator characterized in this work, the efficiency can exceed 70% for low net loads. This finding suggests that through appropriate design and the use of materials with large magnetocaloric effect, potential system efficiencies can also be high.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, a one dimensional, transient model was used to study the performance of an active magnetic regenerator. Sinusoidal meshing technique was used to discretize the governing equation. The impacts of configuration losses on performance was investigated and it was shown that configuration losses can lead to significant drops in performance of a typical magnetic refrigerator. Different flow and field wave forms were investigated and it was observed that step change model for applied field can be effectively used instead of full field wave form if the flow weighted average low and high field values are used. A detailed parametric study was performed on different operating conditions (i.e. frequency, displaced volume) and the results were presented. In Chapter 7, using the developed model, the efficacy of different techniques for selecting material
for AMR applications will be discussed and the correlations between the material selection techniques and optimal performance of a material in an AMR will be further examined.
Chapter 7 Material Screening and Optimal Performance

In this chapter, the numerical model is used to study the performance of single magnetocaloric materials in an active magnetic regenerator cycle [32]. The model is used to investigate the performance of a regenerator of fixed size, matrix geometry, frequency, and magnetic field waveform using a range of materials with ordering characteristics represented by FOM and SOM transitions. The maximum performance of each material in terms of exergetic cooling power is calculated. The correlation between maximum performance and material properties such as peak adiabatic temperature change, peak isothermal entropy change, and other selected metrics is quantified. A sensitivity analysis determines the effects of varying absorption and rejection temperatures from the conditions for maximum performance.

A range of materials with different transition temperatures, entropy change, and specific heats are studied. Fluid properties, operating frequency, regenerator volume, particle size, thermal conductivity and density are fixed as listed in Table 2. Displaced volume, $V_d$, is varied with increment of 2.5 cm$^3$ to identify the optimum utilization for each material.
Table 2 Regenerator properties and operating parameters for numerical simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regenerator diameter</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of MCM (per regenerator)</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>g cm(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>W(m.K(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency, (f)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaced volume, (V_d)</td>
<td>5.2-27.5 ((\delta = 2.5))</td>
<td>cm(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle size</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>(\mu)m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the regenerator</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1 Material Properties

MCM materials with properties representing SOMs and FOMs are considered. Magnetocaloric properties for seven second order materials are created using molecular field theory (MFT) modeling with parameters representing elemental Gd, Dy, Tb, and four different Gd\(_x\)Dy\(_{1-x}\) compositions (0.5 \(\leq x \leq 0.92\)). Experimental data for a single MnFeP\(_{1-x}\)As\(_x\) composition (M1) with properties given in (Table 3 and Fig. 26) is used to create other hypothetical FOMs. The properties of this material are measured through VSM, DSC and direct adiabatic temperature change measurements.

Table 3 measured material properties for MnFeP\(_{1-x}\)As\(_x\) (M1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(T_{Curie}) [K]</th>
<th>FWHM [K]</th>
<th>(\Delta S) [J kg(^{-1}) K(^{-1})]</th>
<th>(\Delta T_{ad}) [K]</th>
<th>Field [T]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>287.25</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292.1</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294.45</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A set of fifteen first order materials are created (we call these \textit{synthetic} materials, \(S\)) based on M1 (\(\text{MnFeP}_{1-x}\text{As}_x\)) behavior by varying the amplitude and width of the specific heat curves at low and high field. All materials are assumed to have magnetization given by M1 from 0 to 250 K so that ferromagnetic phase has the same isothermal entropy change as a function of field prior to the phase transition. Hysteresis is assumed negligible and the transition shift due to field is determined by the difference in temperature between the peak specific heats. Thermodynamically consistent data is created for synthetic materials by simulating specific heat using a Lorentzian curve and integrating to determine isofield entropy curves. Low and high field entropy are then interpolated to determine adiabatic temperature change as a function of temperature.

Eight synthetic materials, \(S1-S8\), are synthesized by changing the specific heat curves while keeping the transition temperature constant. Seven additional cases, \(S9-S15\), are synthesized where the zero field phase transition temperature is also changed. The
resulting FOMs are shown in Fig. 27-Fig. 29 in terms of heat capacity, entropy change, and adiabatic temperature change. The properties are for a low field and high field of 0.35 and 1.1 Tesla respectively. These values are selected based on the magnetic waveform of the PM II test apparatus [32][67].

Fig. 27 Magnetic entropy change for synthetic cases (FOM). On each figure, M1 is plotted as the reference material and a number of synthetic cases are presented.
Fig. 28 Adiabatic temperature change for synthetic cases (FOM). On each figure, M1 is plotted as the reference material and a number of synthetic cases are presented.
Fig. 29 Specific heat for synthetic cases at low field (0.35 T). On each figure, M1 is plotted as the reference material and a number of synthetic cases are presented.

In addition to the first order materials, seven cases of second order material are also simulated. The magnetization, specific heat, and entropy of these material are modelled by combining mean field theory (MFT) and Sommerfeld Model [79] with the Debye approximation [2]. MFT determines the magnetization and, with appropriate Maxwell relations, the magnetic contributions to specific heat and entropy. The second order
materials are compared to M1 in Fig. 5 for adiabatic temperature change and isothermal entropy change.

Fig. 30 a) Adiabatic temperature change and b) magnetic entropy change of second order materials and M1 of MnFeP1-xAsx. The properties are presented for low field and high field of 0.35 and 1.1 tesla.

### 7.2 Metrics and Performance Results

The exergetic cooling power is calculated for each material sweeping operating temperatures and displaced volume so that a maximum power is found. This results in more than 6000 data points. Fig. 31 shows the correlations between material metrics and maximum power. Numerical values are also listed in Table 4.
Table 4 Material screening parameters and the maximum exergetic cooling power for each of the cases studied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$\Delta S_{\text{Max}}$ [J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{Max}}$ [K]</th>
<th>$\Delta S_{\text{Max}}$ [J kg$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{Max}}$ [K]</th>
<th>$\delta T_{\text{FWHM}}$ [K]</th>
<th>$RCP(S)$ [J kg$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$RCP(T)$ [K$^2$]</th>
<th>$RCP_{\text{Max}}$ [J kg$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$E_{XQ}$ [W]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>29.28</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>73.42</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>59.30</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td>67.07</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>17.22</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>55.77</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>25.52</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>60.72</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>15.18</td>
<td>64.25</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>17.82</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>35.64</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>81.19</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>21.39</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>40.92</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>86.84</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>15.96</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>54.72</td>
<td>20.01</td>
<td>100.25</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>21.07</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>68.48</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td>81.90</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>46.02</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>79.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S12</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>39.05</td>
<td>14.57</td>
<td>80.34</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S13</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>30.45</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td>98.13</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S14</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>80.99</td>
<td>26.32</td>
<td>122.14</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>15.96</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>19.97</td>
<td>101.66</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>41.40</td>
<td>170.23</td>
<td>114.46</td>
<td>260.51</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>43.67</td>
<td>112.93</td>
<td>147.42</td>
<td>189.27</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd86Dy</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>43.64</td>
<td>121.92</td>
<td>113.99</td>
<td>201.92</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>42.98</td>
<td>152.89</td>
<td>117.91</td>
<td>242.86</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd70Dy</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>44.24</td>
<td>135.24</td>
<td>119.81</td>
<td>220.27</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd75Dy</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>43.70</td>
<td>128.59</td>
<td>115.84</td>
<td>211.09</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd92Dy</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>43.58</td>
<td>118.59</td>
<td>112.97</td>
<td>196.97</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results show that $RCP(s)$ provides a better correlation to maximum power than $RCP(T)$. In the case of the latter, $RCP(T)$ is unable to distinguish between the potential of materials with similar ordering – FOMs and SOMs tend to be grouped together (Fig. 31 (a) and (b)) with low sensitivity amongst materials with similar phase transition behaviour. $\Delta T_{\text{Max}}$ and $\Delta S_{\text{Max}}$ show poor correlation with maximum performance (Fig. 31 (c) and (d)). $\Delta S_{\text{Max}} \cdot \Delta T_{\text{Max}}$ also results in FOMs and SOMs being grouped together (Fig. 31 (e)) showing a trend which is similar to $\Delta S_{\text{Max}} \cdot RCP_{\text{Max}}$. (Fig. 31 f) shows a strong linear correlation with maximum exergetic cooling power. This suggests that $RCP_{\text{Max}}$ can be an effective metric to screen material for AMR application.
Fig. 31 Maximum exergetic cooling power of the studied material versus screening metrics, a) \( RCP(S) \), b) \( RCP(T) \), c) \( \Delta T_{\text{Max}} \), d) \( \Delta S_{\text{Max}} \) and e) \( \Delta S_{\text{Max}} \Delta T_{\text{Max}} \) f) \( RCP_{\text{Max}} \). In each figure a linear trend line is added and the R squared value which is a measure of deviation from the linear behavior is calculated and displayed. Blue markers indicate SOM cases.

7.3 Discussion

As shown in Fig. 31 (f), there is a strong linear correlation between maximum exergetic cooling power and \( RCP_{\text{Max}} \). From a design point of view, the next step after selecting material for an AMR is identifying the operating conditions that correspond to the optimum performance. The operating conditions which exhibit the maximum
exergetic cooling power are identified in Table 5 for a subset of materials. $T^*$ are temperatures on the cold and hot side of the AMR when maximum exergetic power is produced. As a reference, the temperatures where the peak entropy change and adiabatic temperature change are found are listed. In general, the optimum temperature span results in both maximum adiabatic temperature change and entropy change residing somewhere inside the AMR. In actual applications, the operating conditions of the AMR might not be exactly the same as the designed operating conditions. As a result, maximum exergetic cooling power might not be achievable. Moreover, it may be difficult to manufacture material with the designed Curie temperature; thus, it is important to investigate the sensitivity of maximum performance to the operating temperatures [86]. The deviation of reservoir temperature from the optimum, $\delta T$, is,

$$\delta T_{cold} = T_{cold} - T^*_{cold}$$  \hspace{1cm} (51)

$$\delta Ex_Q\% = \frac{Ex_Q - Ex_Q^*}{Ex_Q^*} \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (52)

Here, again, the superscript * refers to the operating condition where maximum exergetic cooling power is identified. Fig. 32 shows the sensitivity of performance to deviations of the cold side temperature from the peak operating condition. The results indicate that for the FOM cases studied, performance is highly sensitive to the cold side temperature. With a two degree change in the cold side temperature, the exergetic cooling power can drop up to 60 percent for some cases. However, such sensitivity is not observed for SOM
cases. The change in performance is less than 5 percent with a change in cold side temperature of 4 degrees.

Table 5 Points of optimum operation for cases studied. $T_{\text{cold}}^*$ and $T_{\text{hot}}^*$ represents the cold side and hot side temperatures of the AMR corresponding to the maximum exergetic cooling power. $T_{S\Delta,\text{Max}}$ and $T_{T\Delta,\text{Max}}$ show the temperature where maximum magnetic entropy change and maximum adiabatic temperature change for the material are observed. The displaced volume corresponding to the optimum performance, in all cases were between 15-22.5 cm$^3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$T_{\text{cold}}^*$ [K]</th>
<th>$T_{\text{hot}}^*$ [K]</th>
<th>$T_{S\Delta,\text{Max}}$ [K]</th>
<th>$T_{T\Delta,\text{Max}}$ [K]</th>
<th>$\delta T_{\text{FWHM}}$ [K]</th>
<th>$\frac{\text{span}}{\delta T_{\text{FWHM}}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dy</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>41.40</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>43.67</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd86Dy</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>43.64</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>42.98</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd70Dy</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>44.24</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd75Dy</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd92Dy</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>43.58</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S12</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S13</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S14</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 32 Percent drop in exergetic cooling power as a function of $\delta T_{\text{cold}}$ for a) FOM cases and b) SOM cases.

Fig. 33 shows the sensitivity of performance to deviations of the hot side temperature from the optimum $T^*$. FOM cases show high sensitivity to the hot side temperature and as
the hot side temperature changes by 2 degrees, the performance drops up to 80% for some of the cases. The SOM cases also indicate some sensitivity to the hot side temperature, however, their performance drops by less than 20% for a 2 degree change in the hot side temperature.
Comparing Fig. 32 and Fig. 33 for SOMs, it can be concluded that the sensitivity of maximum exergetic power to deviations in hot side temperature are more significant than similar deviations in the cold side temperature. A 4 K deviation in $T_{hot}$ results in a decrease in power of up to 30% whereas a similar deviation on the cold side results in only a 5% reduction.

For FOM cases, the behaviour is different. The sensitivity of performance to both hot side and cold side temperatures are higher than SOM cases. However, some materials show higher sensitivity to the changes in cold side temperature (such as M1) and others show higher sensitivity to the changes in cold side temperatures (such as S2). With performance drops which can be up to 80% for a 2 K deviation from optimum operating
conditions, the need to minimize the difference between the operating temperatures and the design temperatures with FOMs is evident.

7.4 Summary

Selecting proper material for an AMR application, is a crucial step in designing efficient magnetic heat pumps. Using numerical and experimental measurements is one way of identifying appropriate material for MR applications. However, these methods can be expensive and time consuming. In this chapter the developed numerical model is used to assess the predictive ability of a set of material metrics. For this purpose, eight cases of known material and 15 cases of synthetic material are numerically analyzed and the predictive capability of the material metrics were compared against the simulation results for the maximum exergetic cooling power of each material. It was shown that among the studied metrics, \( RCP_{\text{Max}} \) shows a linear correlation with the maximum exergetic cooling power of the material. Such behaviour was not observed for other screening metrics. The sensitivity of the maximum exergetic cooling power to the absorption and rejection temperatures were also investigated. These results can be considered as helpful guidelines in selecting proper material and operating conditions for devices. In the next chapter, some of the key characteristics of the performance of an FOM in an AMR will be discussed. Cooling power curves will be closely studied and the stability of points of equilibrium will be analyzed.
Chapter 8 Performance and Stability of Equilibrium

The current rate of growth in discovery of FOMs, and the challenges inherent with these materials call, for a better understanding of how FOMs perform in an AMR. One of the challenges with FOMs is hysteresis. General effects of hysteresis on refrigeration performance for a model GMCE have been reported [87,88]. In addition to the hysteresis, the narrow temperature window for adiabatic temperature change and magnetic entropy change is another challenge. In this chapter the performance of FOMs in an AMR is studied in detail and the impacts of properties and multiple points of equilibrium is discussed.

8.1 Material Properties

Amongst the families of FOMs reported in recent years, the Fe2P-based system has shown potential for room temperature magnetic heat pump applications. In Section 3.3.2 two classes of material from this family (MnFeP1-xAsx and MnFeP1-xSi) were briefly introduced. In this chapter, samples from the MnFeP1-xSi family are experimentally and numerically studied.

Fig. 34 presents adiabatic temperature change and specific heat of a MnFeP1-xSi sample. The properties are experimentally measured using cyclic \( T_{ad} \) and DSC with heating and cooling protocols.
Fig. 34 Material properties measured for a sample MnFeP\(_{1-x}\)Si\(_x\). a) Adiabatic temperature change for a magnetic field change of 0-1.1 T, b) Specific heat for heating (warming) and cooling measurements at 0 T.

For numerical simulations, material properties are modeled using the same approach described in Chapter 7 whereby specific heat is approximated with a Lorentzian curve, and the transition shift due to field is determined by the difference in temperature between the peak specific heats. Integration of specific heat provides total entropy curves which are interpolated for \(\Delta T\) and \(\Delta s_m\). Fig. 35 shows modeled properties for MnFeP\(_{1-x}\)Si\(_x\) with a thermal hysteresis of 1.7 K and a zero-field warming transition of 288 K. These properties are evaluated using magnetic field values of 0.35 and 1.1 T, respectively, representing the flow-averaged fields in the PM II device [32].
Fig. 35 Simulated a) adiabatic temperature change, b) specific heat of the MnFeP₁₋ₓSiₓ samples for low field of 0.35 and high field of 1.13 T [32,66]. In the figures, L and H represent low field and high field states. C and W represent cooling and warming protocols. (i.e. LC represents measurements conducted at low field following the cooling protocol)

8.2 Methods

The numerical model described in [32,37] is employed to determine temperature as a function of space and time \(T(x, t)\) for the solid matrix and fluid. To accurately model temperature sensitive material properties such as magnetocaloric effect and specific heat, care should be taken when selecting the numerical resolution of a simulation. In this study, a uniform mesh is selected and a detailed grid study is performed to ensure the independence of simulation results from the number of elements. Absolute and relative tolerance of the solver is set to 1e-6. The convergence criterion of the model is set to 1e-5, specifying that the maximum change between the temperature profiles at any time one cycle apart should not exceed 1e-5 K.

Two performance parameters are considered: cooling power and temperature span. In the experiments, the net cooling power is set based on the thermal load applied by a
heater in the cold heat exchanger [31,66]. In the numerical simulations, gross cooling power is the rate of energy transfer across the cold boundary determined from the cycle averaged enthalpy flow at the cold side. The net cooling power is determined by subtracting parasitic heat leaks from the gross cooling power. The temperature span is the temperature difference between the hot side and cold side of the regenerator; experimentally, this is the cycle-averaged fluid temperature. Both cooling capacity and temperature span are dependent on the operating conditions (flow rate, frequency (f) and rejection temperature (T_h)) and thermal losses) [39].

Table 6 presents the properties and operating conditions of the regenerator used for simulations. These operating conditions are used to study the performance of FOM samples (MnFeP_{1-x}Si_x) and compare results to a benchmark material (Gd). It should be noted that for FOM cases, because of the abrupt changes in the magnetocaloric properties, smaller increments for the hot side and cold side temperatures are selected (δ = 1 K) for consecutive data points. As will be shown, with FOM materials, data points that are greater than 2 K apart may be too coarse to capture some details. Details of the numerical model including the heat transfer fluid are described in Chapter 5 and [32].
Table 6 Regenerator properties and operating parameters used for simulation of MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ and Gd samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regenerator diameter</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regenerator length</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle size (spherical)</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of MCM</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency, $f$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaced volume, $V_d$</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>cm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot side temperature (FOM)</td>
<td>288-314 ($\delta = 1$)</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold side temperature (FOM)</td>
<td>267-313 ($\delta = 1$)</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot side temperature (Gd)</td>
<td>288-306 ($\delta = 2$)</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold side temperature (Gd)</td>
<td>267-305 ($\delta = 1$)</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3 Cooling Power

Numerical predictions of cooling power as a function of the cold side temperature, $T_C$, are presented in Fig. 36. The data in (a) show results for Gd, while (b) and (c) show data for MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ where each line represents a different fixed rejection temperature, $T_h$. The properties of MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ based on a cooling measurement (Fig. 35) are used for simulations. Fig. 36 (a) and (b) show gross cooling power which is when external losses, $Q_p$, are neglected. Fig. 36 (c) shows net cooling power for the MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ where parasitic heat leaks are included.

Over the range of rejection temperatures considered, the gross cooling power for Gd (Fig. 36 (a)) increases monotonically with the cold side temperature; hence, for a fixed hot side temperature and operating conditions, reducing temperature span results in higher cooling power. However, this behaviour is not observed for MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ cases (Fig. 36 (b)). For example, for a fixed hot side temperature of 300 K, as the cold side
temperature increases the cooling power increases up to a peak (at $T_c = 290$ K) before decreasing to a minimum (at $T_c = 295$ K) and then increasing again. Similar behaviour is seen in Fig. 35 (c) when heat leaks are considered and net cooling power is plotted.

For Gd, the cooling power curves are single-valued functions; for a fixed $T_h$ there is only one cold-side temperature corresponding to any given cooling power. This suggests
that for specified operating conditions (fixed applied load), only one point of equilibrium (PE) can be obtained. Point of equilibrium (PE) for a fixed heat rejection temperature refers to the cold side temperature where the system is in thermal equilibrium. For example, for a fixed hot side temperature of $T_h = 300$ K and applied load of 5 W, the resulting cold side temperature is ~278 K. This cold side temperature is called the point of equilibrium for the given operating conditions.

The cooling power curves are not always single-valued functions for MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$. For example, for a fixed hot side temperature of $T_h = 300$ K and a gross cooling power of 0 W, the cooling power is a multivalued function; there are multiple points of equilibrium (MPE) (three PEs at $T_c = 286, 292, 298$ K.) Similar results are seen when considering $Q_c = 5$ W and 10 W which have MPEs.

One of the more interesting points of equilibrium is the point that corresponds to zero cooling power. This PE gives the maximum temperature span a system can develop. In this study a point of equilibrium corresponding to zero cooling is called a *zero-load point of equilibrium*.

Impacts of configuration losses are shown in Fig. 36 (c). Heat leaks between the hot reservoir and cold reservoir, and the effects of imperfect thermal isolation between the cold end and environment are considered. These losses are inherent to the performance of most AMR devices. Comparing Fig. 36 (b) and (c), the range of rejection temperatures where zero load MPE are observed decreases significantly with configuration losses.
included. In the case with losses, only at $T_h = 300$ K zero load MPEs are observed. For all the remaining $T_h$, values a single zero load point of equilibrium is found.

8.4 Stable and Unstable Equilibrium

The question we now consider is which points of equilibrium are stable. As will be shown, the stability depends on the slope of the cooling power curve with respect to temperature at the PE. To understand under what conditions a PE is stable, we need to consider how an AMR performs dynamically in terms of temperature span versus cooling power. A lumped model of the cold side of the AMR (cold heat exchanger) relates the temporal response of the cold side to changes in load, $Q_a$, leaks, $Q_p$, and gross cooling power, $Q_{AMR}$. The sum of these heat transfers is defined as the thermal balance, $\Delta Q$.

$$\rho c V \frac{dT_c}{dt} = \underbrace{Q_a + Q_p - Q_{AMR}}_{\Delta Q}$$

(53)

So, a PE occurs when,

$$\Delta Q = 0$$

And a zero-load PE is specifically when $\Delta Q = 0$ and $Q_a = 0$.

In our AMR experiments, the system starts with a fixed heat rejection temperature (hot side temperature). If the operating condition results in a negative thermal balance ($\Delta Q < 0$), the cold side temperature will decrease as the system operates. As long as the thermal balance is negative, the temperature span will continue to develop. When the gross cooling power balances the applied load and parasitic heat leaks $\Delta Q = 0$ and a PE is found. The opposite situation may arise during an experiment whereby the thermal
balance is positive ($\Delta Q > 0$) meaning that the system is not able to reduce the cold side temperature. In this case, leaks from the ambient and the applied load will increase the cold side temperature. As the system operates, the cold side temperature increases until the thermal balance approaches zero. At this point the cold side temperature does not change; hence, a PE is found.

When the system is operating at a PE, small perturbations can initiate a thermal imbalance on the system. In the case of a temporary increase in the thermal balance ($\Delta Q > 0$), the cold side temperature will begin to increase. If the gross cooling power of the AMR increases monotonically with the cold reservoir temperature (as with Gd), the thermal balance can become negative which will then reduce the temperature of the cold side of the AMR and move it back to the stable position ($\Delta Q = 0$). Similarly, a temporary decrease in the cold side temperature reduces the gross cooling power, causing the thermal balance to be positive, causing the cold side temperature of the AMR to increase back to the stable position. This behaviour is associated with a stable point of equilibrium and is a result of the positive slope of gross cooling power with respect to cold temperature.

We now discuss the multiple points of equilibrium which arise with the FOM. Unlike Gd, the gross cooling power of the MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ material is not monotonically increasing; there are states where cooling power decreases as the cold side temperature increases. To explain stability, we will focus on a zero-load PE situation as shown in Fig. 37. Based on the previous discussion, the stability of a PE depends on the slope of the cooling power curve with respect to temperature at the PE.
Fig. 37 Cooling power curve as a function of cold side temperature. The red circle indicates an unstable zero load PE and the blue circles show stable zero load PEs. The arrows show the direction cooling power pushes the cold side if small perturbation is introduced. The blue arrows indicate positive cooling power which tends to increase the temperature span and the red arrows indicate negative cooling power which results in decrease of temperature span.

Three zero-load PEs are identified in Fig. 37. Of these points, only 1 and 3 are stable with respect to a small perturbation in $T_c$. In the case of point 2, the thermal balance is zero; however, a perturbation in $T_c$ will cause the system to migrate to either point 1 or point 3. Hence, point 2 is an unstable PE.

After understanding and identifying the stable and unstable PEs, the main question would be which point of equilibrium is the one that we measure experimentally? The answer depends on the previous thermal state of the system. If the load is zero watts and the initial cold side temperature of the device is in area A of Fig. 37, then PE 1 is the equilibrium temperature. If the initial temperature of the cold side is in region B, then PE 3 will be the point where the cold side temperature stabilizes. Thus, if the device is in
cooling mode (the thermal balance is negative) and the cold side temperature is near the hot side temperature, a smaller temperature span will be achieved as compared to when a positive thermal balance exists (heating mode) and the cold side temperature is below PE 2 such that a larger temperature span is achieved.

The existence of MPEs can lead to problems when designing regenerators for an AMR system. During operation, an AMR might produce a smaller temperature span than expected. In multilayered regenerators one of the materials may be limited in span due to an unfavorable thermal equilibrium and thereby limit the performance of the entire cascade. Some consideration can be taken to avoid this. As shown in Fig 36 (c), these problems occur when the heat rejection temperature exceeds a certain temperature. In the cases of $T_h = 298$, the cooling power curve is unstable in some conditions; however, the unstable region is when there is a net positive cooling power. Therefore, if the regenerator (each layer) is designed to operate at a sufficiently low rejection temperature, MPEs may be avoided. However, further research should be done experimentally and numerically on the methods of avoiding PEs in cascade design before conclusive recommendations can be provided on this matter.

8.5 Experimental Observation

A series of experiments are performed on single material AMRs composed of MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ and MnFeP$_{1-x}$As$_x$ material. The AMRs are tested in PMI [69] and PM II [66] devices and the performance is measured using heating and cooling procedures. For each regenerator, the maximum temperature span as a function of heat rejection temperature is
measured. Fig. 38 presents the experimental temperature spans as a function of the rejection temperature for different thermal loads for (a) MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ and (b) MnFeP$_{1-x}$As$_x$ compounds. The experimental results show that at low $T_h$ values, the cooling and heating curves have a similar temperature span. As $T_h$ increases a maximum span is obtained for a given applied load and, after this peak point, the cooling and heating curves show significantly different spans.

Von Moos et al. [89] performed similar experiments where they studied MnFe(P,As) in an AMR. They reported that the curve of temperature span as a function of hot side temperature for the heating procedure shifts to the right of the cooling curve by 1.1 K. This behaviour was attributed to thermal hysteresis of the material which was also ~1.1 K.

Based on the MPE phenomenon predicted for FOMs, the experimental results shown in Fig. 38 can be interpreted in a different light. From Fig. 38 (a), MPEs exist close to the
peak operating temperature and, as the load increases, they tend to disappear (10 W). The results in Fig. 35 (c) show that the MPEs tend to approach each other as the losses and loads increase. Another important characteristic of the PEs seen in Fig. 35 is that a larger temperature span corresponds to heating mode while a smaller temperature span is associated with cooling mode. Similar behavior is observed in Fig. 38 where heating curves correspond to a larger temperature span than the cooling curves. Such similarities in behavior suggest that MPE phenomena are impacting FOM behaviour seen in AMR cycles; however, MPE results alone do not fully explain the measured data. In the following section, MPE will be considered with thermal hysteresis.

8.6 Numerical Results

The performance of a MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ AMR is simulated while considering both the impacts of thermal hysteresis and MPEs. When simulating a heating experiment, material properties ($c_p, \Delta T$ and $\Delta s$) corresponding to a heating measurement procedure are used. Likewise, for a cooling experiment, the corresponding material properties are used. When constructing a heating curve for temperature span as a function of rejection temperature, only the PEs associated with the largest equilibrium temperature spans are included. When constructing a cooling curve, only the PEs with the smallest span are included. Fig. 39 shows the performance of the MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ sample represented by properties shown in Fig. 34 for applied loads of zero and 5 W. Configuration losses are included in the simulations to compare with the experimental results. The operating parameters used in this simulation are presented in Table 6.
Comparing numerical model with experimental measurements (presented in Fig. 38) it is seen that numerical model is able to follow the trend of performance well. However, there are some differences between experimental measurements and the numerical simulations. In the experimental results, the heating and cooling curves overlap at rejection temperatures less than the peak location, while in the numerical results a shift is observed, similar to the experimental observations reported by [89]. These differences can be explained based on the experimental heating and cooling procedures. In [89] when making heating and cooling measurements, for every point the system is heated or cooled down before starting every single experimental point; thereby, resetting the material state. However, the heating and cooling experiments used here follow a continuous experimental protocol, whereby a small decrease (cooling protocol) or increase (heating protocol) is made to $T_h$ after steady-state is reached for the previous rejection temperature.

![Graph](image.png)

Fig. 39 Temperature span as a function of hot side temperature for MnFe(P, Si) material tested with considering the configuration losses. a) for 0 W of applied load and b) for 5W of applied load. The red markers represent the heating curve and the blue markers represent the cooling curves.
8.7 Summary

First order transition material (FOM) usually exhibit magnetocaloric effects in a narrow temperature range which limits their applicability in an AMR. Magnetocaloric effect in FOMs are dependent on field and temperature history of the material. In this chapter a detailed numerical model along with experimental measurements were used to study the behavior of MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ samples in an AMR. For certain operating conditions, it was observed that multiple points of equilibrium (PE) exist for a fixed heat rejection temperature. Stable and unstable PEs were identified and behavior of these points were discussed. The impacts of heat loads, operating conditions and configuration losses on the number of PEs were discussed and it was shown that the existence of MPEs can affect the performance of an AMR significantly. Thermal hysteresis along with MPEs were considered as the main factors that contribute to the temperature history dependent performance behavior of FOMs when used in an AMR.
Chapter 9 Conclusions

The work reported in this thesis presents a numerical and experimental investigation of the performance of AMR systems using first order and second order transition materials. The main goal is to further our understanding of behaviour of magnetocaloric material in AMR system and investigate the impacts of different design and operating parameters on the performance of AMR systems.

9.1 Numerical Model and Performance Analysis

A transient one dimensional numerical model is developed to study the performance of AMR systems where external losses due to imperfect thermal isolation are considered. The model is validated against experimental results using gadolinium spheres in a permanent magnet apparatus. A sinusoidal mesh generation technique is utilized and shown to provide good accuracy with fewer nodes than a uniform mesh. In the cases considered, this technique reduced the number of elements needed for an effective simulation up to three times compared to a uniform mesh. It is shown that a step change model for applied field results in accurate predictions where the low and high field values are determined using flow weighted average fields for each blow period.

A simple resistance network model is used to simulate external losses. Through experiments, loss coefficient factors are estimated to determine conductances linking the cold side of the AMR to the environment and the hot side. As temperature span increases, the gross cooling power of the AMRs tends to decrease while the external leaks grow.
These effects lead to lower net cooling power and efficiencies. The thermal effectiveness of the AMR is linked to capacity rate of the fluid, and increases in capacity rate reduce the maximum efficiency that can be achieved. At lower capacity rates, the efficiency is more sensitive to changes in cooling power. Calculating the maximum temperature span of a typical system without considering the configuration losses might be misleading. These findings were reported in Applied Thermal Engineering journal [32].

9.2 Material Selection

Performance of more than 23 cases of first order and second order material are investigated using the developed numerical model. MFT was used to model magnetocaloric properties for SOM cases. For synthetic FOM cases, specific heat is modeled using a Lorentzian curve and integrated to determine isofield entropy curves. Two approaches used for creating material properties ensure thermodynamic consistency in the key magnetocaloric data. For each material, a wide range of operating conditions is studied and the point of maximum exergetic cooling power is identified. The correlation of the maximum exergetic cooling power with conventional material screening metrics is analyzed. The results show that $RCP_{\text{Max}}$ has a linear correlation with the maximum exergetic cooling power of each material. Such linearity was not observed for other screening metrics such as $RCP(T)$. The sensitivity of $Ex_q$ to the operating temperature indicate that for FOM cases, a 2 degree deviation from the design cold side or hot side temperatures can result in a drop of performance up to 70%. However, for SOM cases, performance is not very sensitive to the cold side temperature. Nevertheless, SOM cases
also show a moderate sensitivity (up to 20% drop) to the design hot side temperature. These findings were reported in *Journal of Applied Physics* [37].

### 9.3 Performance Stability and Points of Equilibrium

The performance of model FOM (MnFeP$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ material) in an AMR is investigated. A detailed numerical analysis with fine resolution is utilized to further study the behavior of cooling power curves. Heating and cooling curves of temperature span are simulated to compare with available experimental measurements for FOM material with thermal hysteresis. It is numerically observed that for FOM cases studied, for certain operating conditions, multiple points of equilibrium can be identified. As a result, two or more temperature spans can be obtained for the same hot side temperature which is consistent with our experimental findings. Among these points of equilibrium (PEs) some are stable points and some are unstable depending on the sign of the slope of the cooling power curve in the vicinity of the PE. A larger temperature span corresponds to the case where AMR is being heated and a smaller temperature span corresponds to the case where the AMR is being cooled down. It is also observed that with applying external load and for systems with larger configuration losses, MPEs approach each other and finally overlap. Again, similar behavior has been observed experimentally when FOM material with thermal hysteresis are used in an AMR. [89]. It is concluded that two phenomena are contributing to the shift in performance: thermal hysteresis and multiple points of equilibrium.
9.4 Recommendations and Future Works

The current research raised some new aspects to be studied in future research:

- Include magnetic hysteresis in the developed model and investigate the impacts of hysteresis on the performance of FOM in an AMR numerically. This can be done through equilibrium or non-equilibrium thermodynamic analysis. It is recommended that samples of FOM material with low and high hysteresis effects to be identified and experimentally analyzed. The numerical model should be modified to include the entropy generation due to hysteresis. The numerical model needs to be calibrated and validated with several test measurements.

- Investigate the efficacy of different material screening techniques for multilayered regenerator. In the current study, a material screening technique was proposed which correlates linearly with optimum performance of one material in an AMR. This screening technique is based on integrating the adiabatic entropy change in the entire range where material exhibits measurable entropy change. It is interesting to further investigate this screening technique in order to understand how entropy curves of multilayered regenerators correlate with the optimum performance of the regenerator.

- In the current study, multiple points of equilibrium were identified for FOM material with sharp change in the magnetic properties as a function of temperature. Further investigation should be performed on the correlation between the slope of magnetic properties and the existence of MPEs. It is rather interesting to look for a
dimensionless parameter that can be used to screen material and identify samples that are prone to having multiple points of equilibrium.

- MPEs need to be investigated through specifically designed experimental measurements in order to analyze the stability of MPEs experimentally. It is also important to investigate experimental methods that can be pursued to avoid the unfavorable points of equilibrium.

- The obtained insight into material screening techniques and multiple points of equilibrium should be used in order to design effective multilayered AMR systems.
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